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Abstract 
Seeking Alternative Identities: Changing Masculinity among Fashionable Young 
Men in Hong Kong 
Submitted by WONG Ching Wa Alana for the degree of Master of Philosophy in 
Japanese Studies at the Chinese University of Hong Kong in July 2007. 
Hong Kong men's success are commonly evaluated by their career 
achievements and earning ability. People commonly think that the higher position a 
man achieves，the more money he can earn. He is therefore considered to be a good 
family supporter who can financially support the whole family. However, this 
dominant notion of masculinity is being questioned by some Hong Kong young men. 
Rather than following the mainstream expectations of men, these Hong Kong 
young men's identities depend on maintaining attractive physical appearances. Why 
has physical beauty become so important to these Hong Kong young men? How do 
they reflect on the new masculinity in their beauty practices? 
Through examining magazines in Hong Kong and interviews with Hong Kong 
men who are especially concerned about their appearance, I found that the desire to 
become physically attractive for some men in Hong Kong is shaped by the Hong Kong 
media, imagination toward 'Japan', and by the women in their lives. 
Lastly，through the personal experiences of some Hong Kong men who are 
concerned about appearance, we are able to understand more about the process of their 
identity change from being concerned about physical beauty to returning back to the 
dominant notion of masculinity as time passes. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
1.1.1 Objectives 
This thesis is about a group of fashionable young men in Hong Kong. They 
include students, fresh graduates from universities or secondary schools, and young 
men who work in the beauty industry. All these men care about fashion and appearance. 
In this thesis, I investigate how these fashionable young men use "beauty" to present an 
alternative masculinity and negotiate with dominant masculine ideals in Hong Kong. 
During the last decade, Hong Kong people have faced difficult times due to the 
economic recession which led to a lack of job opportunities and lowered wages. This 
breakdown of the economy led to the questioning of the dominant notion of masculinity 
in Hong Kong. Dominant notions of masculinity in Hong Kong require that teenage 
boys study hard to enter into good universities. Then, these young male adults can enter 
into good companies after graduation, so that they can become responsible men who are 
able to support their family and become a good husband. While the society emphasizes 
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on marginal youth like shuang shi (Shuang shi qing nian 2002) or yin bi qing nian 
(Shuang shi bei hou yin bi qing nian 2005) who abandon their hopes in society, we do 
not know how other young men in Hong Kong react to the dominant masculinity notion. 
This thesis will explore how fashionable young men in Hong Kong search for an 
alternative masculinity. 
‘Shuang shi (雙失 ) i s a Chinese term referring to people who are not receiving education and have no 
regular jobs. In English, it is called NEET, meaning "Not currently engaged in employment, education or 
training". 
'Yin bi qing nian (隱蔽青年) is a Chinese term referring to people who choose to withdraw from social 
life and are in extreme isolation. They may stay in their rooms for years without going out. 
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This study examines the breakdown of the belief in the dominant masculinity 
notion in Hong Kong. It argues that some young men choose "beauty" as an alternative 
to replace the dominant ideas of masculinity. Also, through the process of caring about 
one's beauty, I discovered that "Japan" offers an alternative for these young men on 
how to become physically attractive. At the same time, women's opinions are another 
factor affecting the process in which these young men construct their own masculinities. 
However, one point to be noted here is that I am not suggesting that "Japan" and 
women's opinions are factors causing men to care about physical appearance. Instead, I 
am arguing that both Japanese influences and women's opinions are important in 
understanding male beauty in Hong Kong, especially among young men, that is, the 
target group in this study. 
Indeed, beauty used to be associated only with women. Many studies have 
argued that women are forced to care about their appearance so as to fit into the 
expectation of mainstream men (e.g., Conboy, Medina & Stanbury 1997; Bordo 1997). 
However, "beauty" has now become part of masculinity globally, especially in 
postindustrial societies. Men's social power used to be gained from their success in 
studies and career. As women were not able to gain social power through studies or 
career, their weapon was their appearance (Conboy, Medina & Stanbury 1997). If they 
were able to make themselves physically attractive to men, then they were more likely 
to get a husband to look after them for the rest of their lives. However, the situation has 
changed now. While increasing numbers of women are going out to work and 
becoming independent, men are having a hard time finding their life-long partners. 
Women are now able to require more from men. Therefore, having good jobs and being 
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able to support the family are no longer enough for men. Women also require men to 
care about their appearance. Beauty has gradually become an expected part of 
masculinity. However, masculinity itself is an ambiguous term. 
Masculinity is difficult to define. The meaning of masculinity is constantly 
changing according to the context in which it is used. According to Heam, there is no 
generalized notion of masculinity that can be used to analyze men's images in pictures 
and advertisements (1996: 213). As Heam puts it, "[masculinity] is 'something' that is 
held differentially by different people" (1996: 204). In this thesis, I define masculinity 
according to the various contexts in which it arises. 
Thus, this thesis is divided into two parts. The first part examines how this 
group of fashionable young men escapes from the dominant masculinity notion through 
the use of "beauty" whereas the second part explores how they develop their self 
identities through negotiating with "Japanese" styles. Lastly, I will argue that women 
also play a part in influencing men's choices on fashion and beauty practices. 
1.1.2 Who are fashionable Hong Kong young men? 
The target group in this study is fashionable young men in Hong Kong. 
"Fashionable" in this thesis not only refers to someone stylish. Indeed, to decide 
whether someone is fashionable or not is problematic as there are no correct standards 
to measure who is fashionable and who is not. Basically, any Hong Kong man who 
describes himself as fashion conscious, that is, who cares about his own appearance, 
including hair style, facial care, clothing, body shape, skin color and even lifestyles is 
suitable for this thesis. However, in order to include as many "fashionable" Hong Kong 
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men as possible for this topic, I define "fashionable" in this thesis as someone who 
cares about appearance, is willing to talk about beauty, knows about current fashions 
and beauty trends or knows about Japan because Japan is closely associated with 
fashion and beauty in Hong Kong. 
First of all, the informants that I discuss in this thesis are Hong Kong men who 
are fashion conscious and are willing to talk about their beauty ideals. They are people 
who care about their appearance and are willing to share their opinions on fashion and 
beauty. 
I also interviewed Hong Kong men who engage in beauty-related businesses 
such as hair stylists and fashion designers. As their occupations require them to keep 
abreast of the current fashion and beauty trends, these informants will be able to provide 
information on what the consumers are asking for in terms of appearance and clothes. 
Moreover, I have also interviewed Hong Kong men who claimed to be fashion 
conscious. Some of these men have direct contact with Japan such as men working in 
Japanese companies or those who have been to Japan to study. There is a general 
perception in Hong Kong that Japanese products are better than local ones, especially in 
the realm of beauty and fashion. Thus, I also regarded these Hong Kong men who have 
direct contact with Japan as "fashionable". 
Any Hong Kong man who fits in one of the above requirements are considered 
"fashionable Hong Kong men" in this thesis. 
In addition, I particularly choose "young" men for this thesis. "Young" here 
refers to men who range from late teens to late twenties. The men within this age range 
are of particular importance to this study. First of all, they are no longer students but 
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they are not yet fathers. In this period they easily question their identity as men. Thus, 
these young Hong Kong men are open to new identities, or in other words, a new 
meaning of masculinity. 
Indeed, 22 out of the 25 informants in this thesis are aged between 17 and 30. 
Most of them are fresh graduates from secondary schools or universities and have been 
working for a short period of time. Of these 22 informants, two are university students. 
Though they are still students, I include them in my study as university represents 
another stage that is different from secondary schools in which they do not need to wear 
uniforms and therefore, would spend more time on appearance. Moreover, although 
there are three informants who are over thirty in this study, their past experiences on the 
pursuit of beauty serve as a good example in examining the process of identity change 
for some men in Hong Kong. 
1.1.3 Significance and Setting 
Masculinity in Hong Kong is generally measured through one's status, money or 
education. That is, those who earn more or have higher education are seen as successful 
in Hong Kong people's common perception. However, do Hong Kong young men 
really think in this way? If not, what do they believe in and how do they create an 
alternative masculinity to identify themselves? Through identifying with an alternative 
masculinity based on adopting beauty practices, what problems do they encounter and 
how do they deal with those problems? 
Hong Kong people commonly believe that men should be responsible and 
hardworking. As long as men are responsible and hardworking, they will become 
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successful, that is, they can enter a good university，get a good job, earn a lot of money 
and become a responsible family supporter. This is the dominant notion of masculinity 
held by most Hong Kong people.� 
Under economic recession, the dominant notion of masculinity in Hong Kong 
has been eroded. Even people who enter into good universities are not guaranteed to 
have good jobs. Even having a good job does not guarantee success. Young people 
who lost their self identities tried to find alternative methods for success. One way is to 
turn to beauty. Beauty has become increasingly important for young men in Hong 
Kong. 
Both media and women in Hong Kong are helping to encourage Hong Kong 
young men to seek beauty. In youth and fashion magazines or men's lifestyle 
magazines available in Hong Kong, it is possible to see abundant information on men's 
beauty. These magazines suggest that men need to be physically attractive in order to 
become successful. In many cases, women's opinions are also included to convince 
men that they need to become handsome. Some studies in America (Bordo 1999) and 
Japan (Ogasawara 1998) have pointed out the power of women in influencing men's 
beauty but no similar research has been done in Hong Kong. 
3 Indeed, Japanese share similar notions. In Japan, men's roles are almost the same with the white collar 
men in Hong Kong. Salarymen (甘，V — l i t e r a l l y , salary man) is the ideal mainstream Japanese 
man (Roberson and Suzuki 2003). They represent those who work hard for a big company with life time 
employment, having a middle class life with a wife who works as a full time housewife or who only 
works at part-time jobs. At the same time, salarymen were the breadwinner of their families. However, 
in 1991, when bubble economy ended, the salarymen ideal began to collapse. Due to economic recession 
and the breakdown of life time employment, salary men were no longer the ideal (Roberson and Suzuki 
2003). Some studies start to examine how masculinity has changed in Japan. For instance, Ogasawara 
(1998) discovered that office ladies controlled salary men in the office through informal means such as 
gossip whereas Allison (1994) found that salary men tried to regain their manhood through playing with 
hostesses in night clubs. 
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Moreover, among different beauty ideals and beauty practices shown in these 
magazines, Japan-like styles and beauty products are emphasized more than that of the 
fashion and beauty styles from other places. Some studies have mentioned that 
Japanese cultural products have flooded the consumer market and media in Asia (e.g., 
Craig 2000). However, questions relating to how fashion and beauty outside Japan are 
influenced by Japan have yet to be answered. 
Hong Kong is suitable for the investigation of fashionable young men's 
alternative masculinity. First of all, Hong Kong is one of the global centers in the 
fashion industry. Also, both local and overseas magazines can be easily found in Hong 
Kong. This helps fashionable Hong Kong young men to easily and quickly keep in 
touch with the current fashion trends. Also, Hong Kong women have high levels of 
education and relatively high rates of workforce participation. Thus, Hong Kong serves 
as a good site to study negotiations between women and men. At the same time, Hong 
Kong is suitable for the study of the overseas Japanese cultural influences on fashion 
and beauty as Japan is influencing Hong Kong in many ways through fashion, Japanese 
pop music，animation, manga (comics), video games and TV dramas. Combining all 
these reasons, Hong Kong serves as a good site for studying both gender and cultural 
problems faced by young men. 
1.2 Literature Review 
1.2.1 Changing masculinity in postindustrial society 
Masculinity changes across time and place. In societies where the living 
environment is strongly media-oriented and highly commercialized, a global change of 
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masculinity is taken place. According to Keen (1991), different societies have their 
own interpretations of what men should be like, but they have one common 
characteristic. That is, men are considered superior and women are considered inferior. 
According to Bonvillain (1998), men in many societies commonly try to dominate 
women using their physical advantage over women. Men in hunting and gathering 
societies tried to assert superiority over women by monopolizing certain hunting and 
farming techniques. As women could only collect food through gathering, men could 
collect more food than women through hunting and farming which made them feel 
superior to women. However, the results from hunting and farming still depended very 
much on nature such as weather conditions. Therefore, instead of relying on nature 
which made men seem to be weaker than women, men decided to turn away from 
nature through war, so that they could gain control over resources. This then gradually 
developed into a set of ideas that men are aggressive and competitive while women are 
passive and innately nurturing (Bonvillain 1998). This idea is so deeply rooted in 
people's minds that even when women became capable of earning their own living and 
do not rely on men in postindustrial societies, men still want to prove that they are 
superior to women. According to Keen (1991), women in consumer societies are 
capable of supporting their own living. Therefore these women did not see their roles 
as simply mothers and housekeepers. Instead, women could be good workers as well. 
Therefore, women became less dependent on men. However, when women turned 
away from men, men conversely wanted women to come back. In order to do this, men 
needed to earn more money than women in order to show their superiority. Another 
way of showing their earning ability to women was by consuming expensive luxury 
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goods such as cars, houses and famous label watches (Keen 1991). This starts to 
generate another image of men, that is, men as high-class consumers. 
The meanings of masculinity in postindustrial societies are different from that of 
industrial societies. In industrial societies, men only needed to economically support 
their families. But when living standards improved and the idea of consumerism began 
to appear, being a man gained new meanings. Providing for a family's basic necessities 
were no longer enough. Rather, a man is someone who is able to show his high class 
living style through consuming luxury goods like cars and houses (Keen 1991). This 
means that a man not only needs to have enough money but he needs a lot of money. 
He also cannot be someone who only knows how to work but also how to live. He 
needs to know how to enjoy life through consuming luxury goods. Thus, the act of 
consuming luxury goods in postindustrial societies is not simply an act of buying 
expensive goods. It is a symbol for men that they have the ability to use money. Also, 
it is a symbol of living well. 
Indeed, economic productivity is still the key for men. However, on top of the 
ability to earn money, beauty has become a criterion for what a man should be. Bordo 
(1999) and Miller (2003) have given examples on how postindustrial societies require 
men to become beautiful. Bordo (1999) describes how male bodies are portrayed in 
printed advertisements in America. She found that men are portrayed as beautiful boys 
who are obedient and welcome women's gaze. At the same time, Miller (2003) 
introduces the different methods that Japanese men use to beautify themselves. These 
Japanese men go to men-only beauty salons to have facial and body treatments, as well 
as hair removal therapies. Also, there are cosmetics available for men such as "face 
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packs, eye liner and foundation products", "facial scrubs, facial paper, nose pack, facial 
creme, facial astringent, deodorant... hair bleach and various hairstyling foams, gels 
and sprays" (Miller 2003:45). Moreover, men in Japan may engage in beauty practices 
like eyebrow trimming, ear piercing, body piercing and tattoos. According to Miller, all 
these male beauty practices suggest that "the ideological sphere of reference of 
masculinity has widened to include a greater diversity of physical styles, with 
beautification as another component of masculinity" (2003:41). This was also the result 
of the "three Cs" (comfortable, communicative and cooperative) that Japanese women 
use to select men for dating and sleeping with, replacing the former criteria of "three 
Hs" (high salary, high educational credentials, high physical stature) that women used 
to choose husbands (Miller 2003). 
The above studies show that beauty has become a part of masculinity in 
postindustrial societies such as America and Japan. 
1.2.2 Beauty used to be associated with women 
The idea that men should be beautiful is new in the context of the postindustrial 
period. Only women were seen to be associated with beauty according to past studies. 
Scholars have analyzed women's modifications of their bodies and concluded that 
women altered their bodies to fit men's expectations. In the following, let us review 
how past studies examine women's bodies as a site for beauty construction. This will 
help us to understand why and how beauty is also applied to men now. 
Conboy, Medina and Stanbury provided a thorough introduction of different 
feminists' analyses of women's bodies (1997). In their writing, they applied de 
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Beauvoir's famous argument, "woman is not bom, but made" to claim that women are 
indeed "made" through "weight control, skin and hair care, attention to fashion and... 
resistance to aging" in order to "[t]o guarantee [women's] man-made place in culture" 
(Conboy, Medina & Stanbury 1997:3). This means that women are forced to care about 
their appearance so as to fit into the expectation of dominant men, that is, to fit into the 
social norm for females. Indeed, many feminists have shared this opinion. For instance, 
Bordo has argued that many daily activities such as table manners and toilet habits have 
become automatic routines for women (1997:91). In Bordo's opinion, women are 
constantly under pressure to modify their bodies through "diet, makeup, and dress" 
(1997:91). She even suggested that this kind of self modification is the only kind of 
gender oppression and social control that exists everywhere in different forms to a 
certain extent (Bordo 1997). 
Bartky also expressed a similar argument that women's bodies are made to 
conform to different social practices such as caring about body size, gestures and 
postures (1997). As Bartky puts it, "[t]he women ... make themselves small and narrow, 
harmless; they seem tense; they take up little space." (1997:135). Moreover, women 
need to keep their skin smooth, hairless and young. In order to achieve such effects, 
women apply skin care products. According to Bartky, the acts of taking up as little 
space as possible and maintaining smooth and hairless skin show that women are 
forever infants in which they have no "character, wisdom, and experience that [women] 
so admire in men" (1997:141). She further claimed that women rarely gain any social 
power through adopting a beautiful body and appearance (Bartky, 1997). It seems to 
suggest that beauty cannot bring women success or social power. People even believe 
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that women are only capable of doing "trivial things" like dressing and heavy makeup 
(Bartky，1997). 
Indeed, beauty and women are often linked together. In the first paragraph of 
Beauty and Business, Peiss writes, "[bjeauty is seemingly frivolous, superficial, and 
female..." (2001:7). Peiss points out that beauty is trivial and something which only 
women would pay attention to. Scholars have been debating the relationship between 
women and beauty for several decades. Miller pointed out that “[i]t was commonly 
believed that women were willing to suffer in order to be fashionable and so were 
responsible for their subordination to beauty norms" (2006:6). Moreover, Miller notes 
that the debate on beauty work and female oppression has been going on for over sixty 
years (2006). Scholars are still arguing over whether female beauty work represents 
individualism as well as economic necessity or whether women are victims of 
patriarchal desire as they need to use their bodies and appearance to please men (Miller 
2006). While beauty was apparently linked to being female, men have also started to 
care about appearance. Why is this happening? Why do men bother to make 
themselves beautiful when past studies only consider beauty as "trivial things"? 
1.2.3 Beauty has become part of masculinity 
The absence of studies on men's beauty does not mean that men do not care 
about beauty. Most of the time, the relationship between men and beauty is simply 
being ignored. Miller also noted this point by saying that "[s]ome critics... point out 
that everywhere from ancient times, women have spent time and effort on beauty work 
(ignoring the fact that men have as well)" (2006:7). Nevertheless, the effort that men 
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put on "beauty work" can no longer be ignored. Scholars like Bordo (1999) and Miller 
(2003) have started to investigate into the realm of men's beauty accordingly. Indeed, 
not only are women's bodies being gazed upon by men but men's bodies are also under 
surveillance. 
In 1997, Bordo was still talking about the internalization of gender oppression 
imposed on women's bodies through practices such as dieting and the use of cosmetics. 
At that time, she did not discuss men's beauty. However, two years later, Bordo 
examined printed advertisements that use of male models in the 1990s (1999). She 
found that advertisements for male fashion have tried to present men's appearance and 
sexual appeal to the public through using nearly naked male models (Bordo 1999). 
Bordo writes, "[the fashion brands] suggest it's fine for a man to care about how he 
looks and to cultivate an openly erotic style" (1999:193). This was a new concept at 
that time as critics were still focusing on how women were being abused or 
subordinated in advertisements. Bordo's discoveries refute the criticism that men are 
consistently dominant. Instead, men are inviting women's gaze at least in media, if not 
in reality. 
In Bordo's examination of print advertisements, she discovered that male 
models are almost naked and they do not challengingly stare at the camera. They either 
face the floor or have their backs to the camera. These "willing subordination" types of 
facial expressions and body gestures seem to suggest that they are harmless and are 
inviting the audience to stare at them freely (Bordo 1999:171). In Bordo's opinion, the 
message to invite women to "gaze" the male bodies is a new concept (1999). de 
Beauvoir says, “."the absence of her lover is always torture; he is an eye, a 
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judge... away from him, she is dispossessed, at once of herself and of the world" (Bordo 
1999:172, quoting de Beauvoir), Bordo notes that men are also inviting women to judge 
their bodies now. Moreover, men need women's opinions and suggestions on how to 
dress as well. For instance, Bordo examined a print advertisement in which a man was 
featured in the centre with a heading saying, "I'm damn well gonna wear what I want... 
honey, what do I want?" (1999:193). This piece of advertisement suggests that men 
need help from women regarding how to dress. Indeed, other scholars like Miller and 
Osagawara also noted this point in their research. 
Miller's investigation of Japanese men's beauty practices helps to expand the 
discussion of women's surveillance on men (2003). She discovered that women's 
opinions on men's appearance greatly affect men's beauty practices (Miller 2003). In 
her research, Miller used men's body hair to illustrate this point (2003). She found that 
Japanese men are hairless when compared with American men and she concluded that 
women's preference for hairless men is a primary force that drives men to get rid of 
their body hair (Miller 2003). To prove this, Miller introduced a survey printed in a 
Japanese magazine called Rankingu Daisuki (I love rankings) in 1991. In this survey, 
young women were asked what kind of body hair on male bodies they found most 
annoying. Chest hair ranked top in the survey and this result echoed with Japanese 
men's general opinion on chest hair. As Miller puts it, "[ajlthough recently beards have 
become fashionable among some young men, hairy chests are now decidedly demode" 
(2003:41). This example suggests that women's opinions are important in influencing 
men's choices about their own appearance and style. 
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Another scholar, Osagawara, also supported this argument. In Office Ladies and 
Salaried Men: Power, Gender, and Work in Japanese Companies, Ogasawara (1998) 
introduced a popular 2-page column, Ojisan kaizo koza (Lessons for transforming 
middle-aged men) in a weekly magazine called Shukan Bunshun. Ojisan kaizo koza is a 
magazine column in which women write about their male colleagues' "poor taste in 
everything from ties, socks, undershirts, and casual clothes, to briefcases; repellent 
physical characteristics such as bald heads, dark eyebrows, flabby buttocks, and long 
little fingernails; annoying habits such as thinking aloud, boasting, making gross noises 
while eating, and lowering their trousers in public in order to tuck in their shirts; and 
desperate efforts to be promoted" (Ogasawara: 1998: 90). This column soon became 
popular among both women and men. Women are happy to have a public column in 
which they can express their frank opinions on men's bad behaviors whereas men can 
find out some clues on why they are disliked by the women in the office. This column 
soon became a guidebook for middle aged men. For instance, OLs (office ladies) had 
expressed their dislike for the leather shoulder bags used by the businessmen at that 
time through Ojisan kaizo koza. Then in Osagawara's interview, the editor of the 
column, Sasamoto, reported that a few men in his office stopped using leather shoulder 
bags after that piece was printed. This showed that men really care a great deal about 
how women view them. Women's opinions on men's appearance became "rules" that 
men were afraid to disregard. 
Bordo, Miller and Osagawara provide evidence that men are encouraged to care 
about their appearance. At the same time, women are not the only sex that is under 
surveillance. Men are also under the surveillance of women. And the surveillance from 
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women seems to require that men choose their own appearance and style. However, 
these three scholars only provide evidence from America and Japan. The evidence is 
not able to prove that Hong Kong men are also doing the same thing. Nevertheless, 
these examples strongly suggest that the change to include beauty for men is occurring 
globally, or at least in postindustrial societies. 
1.2.4 Hong Kong's changing masculinity 
Hong Kong shares similar features with America and Japan as a postindustrial 
society. Hong Kong is media-oriented, highly commercialized and consumer-oriented. 
Thus, the change in global masculinity to include men's beauty should have influenced 
men in Hong Kong as well. Indeed, as a Hong Kong resident, 1 can see many changes 
regarding men's beauty that have been taking place in Hong Kong's media and among 
some Hong Kong men, especially among young men. However, studies on Hong Kong 
men have not yet fully explored this area. Most studies still focus on men's role as 
fathers or family supporters (e.g., Ho 1999; Cheung 1999; Lit, Fok and Ip 1991; Boys, 
and Girls' Clubs Association of Hong Kong 1990; Hong Kong Women Foundation 
1995). 
Hong Kong men's value still very much depends on their ability to support the 
family according to studies done on Hong Kong men. Although there are studies 
recognizing changes, these studies are still confined to men's roles as husbands and 
fathers. For example, some studies suggest that in the past, good men were responsible 
husbands who supported the family expenses; while today, good men also need to be 
responsible fathers who take up part of child rearing duties (Cheung 1999; Lit, Fok and 
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Ip 1991; The Boys' and Girls' Clubs Association of Hong Kong 1990; Hong Kong 
Women Foundation 1995). However, is it possible for men in Hong Kong to have other 
roles besides fathers and husbands? 
So far, not many studies have examinined Hong Kong men out of the realm of 
family and work. Fung (2006) is perhaps one of the most prominent scholars who has 
linked men to beauty. In his writing, Fung (2006) examined how Bobos, the short form 
for a group of Hong Kong men called "Bourgeois Bohemian，，，achieve their goal to 
become beautiful but at the same time do not violate the "traditional" norm that men 
should not care about appearance. These Bobos enjoy high class living standards and 
styles and are conscious about fashion and appearance. However as Hong Kong people 
have grown up under the patriarchal beliefs that men should be strong and aggressive, 
too much concern about appearance is therefore considered to be girlish and thus, 
unsuitable for men. Through interviews, Fung (2006) discovered that although these 
Hong Kong men would not discuss nor openly practice their beauty regimes, they will 
secretly do it. For example, if they want to buy beauty products, they have to use the 
term "health care" to disguise their actual intention of hoping to become beautiful. Also, 
they can only go to a beauty salon through introduction of old customers in beauty 
salons instead of joining beauty salon programs as women do. When having treatments 
in beauty salons, they have to remain unseen by the female customers there as well. 
Fung's (2006) study shows that some Hong Kong men have used "beauty" to perform 
an alternative masculinity. However, the target group in his study is men who are 
relatively wealthy. Moreover, his study has not talked about the strong influences on 
fashion and beauty from Japan that I will examine in this thesis. 
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1.3 Methodology 
For this research, I used media surveys and in-depth interviews to collect the 
data. As media is a field which consists of abundant information on how men are 
portrayed in Hong Kong, I collected a variety of media information on the beauty ideals 
and beauty practices of men. To explore Hong Kong men's beauty practices in real life 
situations, I carried out in-depth interviews with a group of Hong Kong men who care 
about their appearance. 
1.3.1 Media survey 
Media survey in this research included the collection of data through magazines 
available in Hong Kong from January 2005 to December 2006. I chose magazines that 
were easily accessible，widely circulated and read by my informants. 
According to the above three requirements, three different types of fashion-
related magazines were included in this research. The first type of magazine is youth 
and gossip magazines such as Friday, Monday and Milk. These are local magazines 
which have the largest readerships compared to other types of fashion-related 
magazines. They are targeted at young people and can be bought at any bookstand or 
convenience store. Therefore，one can easily access these kinds of magazines. 
The second type of magazine that I examined is Japanese male fashion 
magazines such as Men's non-no. Smart and Men's Brand. These are Japanese 
magazines targeting male readers^. They include features on fashion, pop culture, 
4 Men 's non-no and Men ’s brand do not have Chinese translation versions yet but can be bought in Hong 
Kong's book stores easily. Smart has a Chinese translation version which is named Smart max. These 
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entertainment, technology, travel and so on. Many informants during the interviews 
mentioned that they read these magazines. Moreover, as Japanese influence on Hong 
Kong men's beauty is one of the research areas in this thesis, I wanted to see what 
images fashionable Hong Kong men obtain from these Japanese magazines. 
The third type of magazine is men's lifestyle magazines such as Esquire (Hong 
Kong version) and HIM. Informants mentioned reading these magazines and these two 
magazines were selected as the first choice of men's monthly magazines by a Nielsen 
Media Tracking Survey done in March 2004^. Also, I will examine some other local 
men's lifestyle magazines like Men's UNO^ or Taiwanese men's lifestyle magazines 
such as Men's Beauty as a few informants also mentioned that they read these 
magazines. 
These three types of magazines are able to provide information on how men are 
portrayed in media. At the same time, I use informants' points of view to examine these 
magazines. This will allow me to understand how they interpret the magazine columns 
and develop beauty as a new meaning of masculinity. 
Apart from information collected from print media in Hong Kong, I also 
examined a TV program about a male beauty contest which was held by a major 
television broadcast station in Hong Kong in 2005. The grouping of the competitors in 
this beauty contest shows general perceptions of men's images in Hong Kong. 
Moreover, the voting methods of this beauty contest were different from the female 
beauty contests in Hong Kong and another male beauty contest held by a competing 
magazines cost about fifty Hong Kong dollars each due to currency fluctuations. The Chinese version of 
Smart max costs less than its Japanese version. 
5 This data is obtained from the content page of the magazine, HIM (Nov 2005), issue 64. 
6 Men 's UNO has both Hong Kong and Taiwan versions. It targets male readers and features articles on 
fashion, travel, living styles and cuisine. This magazine costs thirty-five Hong Kong dollars. 
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television broadcast station. The program I examine used five hundred openly recruited 
female judges to decide on the winner. Previously, judges for beauty contests in Hong 
Kong were limited to a few celebrities. However, this new judging method allowed 
many women to gaze at these men together freely. Therefore I include this beauty 
contest in my media survey to investigate how local television portrays men in Hong 
Kong as well as an example of the display of male bodies under women's gaze. 
1.3.2 In-depth interviews 
I interviewed twenty-five male informants^ during the period between June 2006 
and September 2006. All the informants were met through snowball sampling. As the 
potential informants for this research are those who pay special attention to appearance, 
snowball sampling was the fastest and easiest way to locate possible and willing 
informants. 
Before I started to conduct interviews, I prepared an interview guide which 
consisted of fifty-one questions, divided into four parts. The first part asked about basic 
information such as age, occupation and hobbies. The remaining three parts of the 
interview asked for opinions about Hong Kong men's beauty perceptions in general, 
meanings of Japaneseness and manhood of Hong Kong men in general as well as 
patterns of personal beauty behaviors. These questions aimed to find out how men 
think about the general situation of men becoming increasingly fashion conscious in 
Hong Kong. The questions also sought to find out how and why Japan is influencing 
the beauty practices of Hong Kong men. I did not strictly follow the interview schedule 
7 The names I used for all my informants in this research are pseudonyms and I have slightly altered their 
ages to protect their identities. 
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that I had prepared because I wanted to let my informants tell me more about their own 
opinions or personal experiences rather than answering all the questions. I added, 
revised or omitted some of the questions during interviews according to different 
circumstances. In order to let the informants relax, I asked questions about Hong Kong 
men in general first, followed by more sensitive and personal questions in the end. 
I started to recruit informants by identifying sites that are more likely to have 
men paying special attention to appearance such as hair salons. A hair salon is a beauty 
business in which hair stylists need to have trendy hair styles. Through an introduction 
of a friend who was a long-term customer of a hair salon which I named Besthai/ in 
this research, I started to get in touch with assistant hair stylists in that hair salon. 
Through Besthair’ I recruited ten suitable informants. Then, by referrals, I successfully 
contacted four fashion school graduates. Later, I recruited four band members and two 
informants who had been to Japan as exchange students. Some informants were 
engaged in occupations such as sales personnel, cooks, and a beauty salon owner. This 
accounted for the remaining five informants. 
Twenty-two of the informants ranged in age from late the teens to late twenties. 
Among the remaining three informants, two were in their thirties and one was in his 
early forties. Though the target group of informants in this thesis is young men, I 
included men in their thirties and forties because their past experiences on pursuing 
beauty can serve as examples of why fashionable young men might conform to the 
dominant masculinity notion. 
8 Besthair is not the real name of the hair salon. I made up this name for the hair salon to protect my 
informant's identities. Besthair is a hair salon established in Japan since 1970s by a Japanese 
entrepreneur and has five salons in Japan. Its business has extended to Hong Kong and there are three 
salons in Hong Kong now. 
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The interviews were face-to-face and were conducted in Cantonese (the Chinese 
dialect spoken in Hong Kong). Each interview lasted for about an hour though one of 
the interviews lasted for over two hours. All informants were interviewed once except 
the one which lasted for over two hours. For this interview, the interview was spilt into 
two parts due to the tight schedule of the informant. All interviews were recorded and I 
have asked for their consent to record the whole conversation each time before I started 
the interviews. Interviews were conducted in cafes, restaurants or the work place of the 
informants. 
1.4 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter One outlines the objectives, 
significance, literature review and methodology of the research. Chapter Two examines 
the changing perception of masculinity in Hong Kong. This part will first introduce the 
meanings of the dominant masculinity notion, then examine the appearance of the 
alternative masculinity. Chapter Two shows that beauty has become an expected part of 
masculinity in Hong Kong. 
Chapter Three then examines how media has promoted men's beauty and how 
the informants respond to these images. In this chapter, I will introduce the images of 
men in Hong Kong's media. Then, I will examine how "beauty" was portrayed in 
different types of fashion-related magazines in Hong Kong. Chapter Three shows that 
beauty for men is easily seen in media and men easily receive these beauty messages 
from the media. At the same time, within these magazines, "Japan" is highly 
emphasized. 
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Chapter Four will investigate how images of Japan influence concepts of beauty 
and masculinity in Hong Kong. Through the interviews with informants, 1 will analyze 
their conscious and unconscious choices on beauty practices. I will also discuss how 
informants change their views on beauty over time. 
Chapter Five then studies the power of women's influences on men's beauty 
practices. I will first examine how the media uses women to create the message that 
men need to care about their appearance. Then, I will quote from the informants' daily 
encounters with women to show women's actual power in influencing men to follow 
their expectations regarding men's appearance. 
In Chapter Six, I will conclude by discussing the meanings of beauty for these 
fashionable Hong Kong young men. I will argue that "beauty" at first acts as an 
alternative masculinity for these men, but that "beauty" has limitations in that young 
men may conform to the dominant masculinity notion, particularly as they age. 
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Chapter Two: Changing Perception of Masculinity in Hong Kong: Dominant and 
Alternative 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter will start with the investigation of the meanings of Chinese 
masculinities. I will explain how Chinese masculinity affects Hong Kong people's 
perception of men. Then, I will examine the dominant notions of masculinity in Hong 
Kong, in which men are evaluated by achievements in education, career and by their 
wealth. I will then show that the ideal role for men is to become a good supporter of the 
family in terms of finances and parenting. 
The second part demonstrates that the ways in which men are actually evaluated 
in Hong Kong differs from the dominant male ideal. With changing social norms and 
values, men are expected to care about their appearance as well as demonstrate 
achievements in education and career. That is, the concern for physical attractiveness 
for some men is becoming increasingly important. In this way, an alternative 
masculinity is created for some men in Hong Kong. 
2.2 Meanings of Chinese masculinity 
Hong Kong masculinity is strongly linked to Chinese masculinity. Indeed, the 
way Hong Kong people think is influenced by Chinese thinking. The study of Chinese 
masculinity helps us to understand Hong Kong people's views about men. Among the 
studies on Chinese masculinities，I found that Louie's (2002) examination of the wen-
M>u binary can be applied to the study of Hong Kong masculinities. In the following, I 
will briefly explain the meaning of the wen-wu binary. 
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Louie (2002) discovered that the wen-wu binary is an important idea in 
examinining Chinese men. He believed that wen and ww are two important qualitites in 
describing Chinese masculinitites (Louie 2002). According to Louie (2002), wen is a 
Chinese word meaning civilized and educated. It refers to men who have the qualities 
of being gentle, well-read and charming, that is, intelligent. Wu, on the other hand, is 
the opposite of wen. Literally, it means military. JVu refers to men who are physically 
strong and brave. At the same time, Louie emphasized that the meaning of wen and wu 
is constantly changing (2002). He argued that the meaning of M>en has transformed 
from referring to the talent of writing poems to the ability of earning money when 
consumerism and capitalism became increasingly important in the late twentieth century 
in China (Louie 2002:161). Thus, weii men represent white collar workers or 
businessmen who use their wisdom to earn money. Conversely, the quality of ww refers 
to physical strength. In postindustrial societies like Hong Kong where money becomes 
essential for daily living, white collar workers earn more than blue color workers. Blue 
collar workers are seen as people who use physical strength to earn money. Their 
education level is not high enough to enable them to become white collar workers. 
Thus, according to Louie (2002), people in China commonly rank wu below wen as 
people with the quality of M'en are believed to have higher salary than people with the 
quality of 而. 
However, in Louie's (2002) examination of Chinese classical novels, he 
concluded that an ideal man is someone who possess both M>en and wu qualities. The 
Chinese motto of wen wu shuang quart (文武雙全),literally means being capable of 
both literary and military skills. Indeed, I found that the perception of the ideal man in 
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Hong Kong also includes the qualities of both wen and wu. Let us first examine the 
perception of the ideal Hong Kong man, followed by the investigation of how this 
perception can be explained in terms of wen and wu. 
2.3 Dominant perception of masculinity in Hong Kong 
As I have mentioned in Chapter One, the dominant masculinity notion in Hong 
Kong refers to men who are successful in terms of education，career, money, status and 
family participation. 1 found that most of the studies on gender in Hong Kong only 
focus on women. Men are rarely the focus of the study. They are either discussed in 
comparison with women or descriptions of men just appear as the background 
knowledge in order to better understand women. Most of the time, men's roles and 
expectations for men are just presented as facts that do not seem to require investigation. 
From these comparisons, I found that a man's success is commonly validated through 
his career achievements and family status. That is, men need to be intelligent and have 
good interpersonal skills, so that they can perform well as white-collar workers (Ho 
1999). At the same time, they should be physically strong and aggressive so that they 
can protect the family (Ho 1999). Here, both wen and wu qualities can be seen. This 
wen refers to intelligence which directly relates to earning ability. The higher position 
he achieves, the more money he can earn. Wu is expressed in physical strength and thus 
refers to the ability to protect the family when danger appears. 
Men's career achievements and family status can be linked together as well. It is 
only when men have good jobs that they can financially support the family and men are 
still expected to do so (Yeung & Kwong 1995; Yeung & Kwong 1996; Yeung & 
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Kwong 1997). At the same time, men are expected to take part in parenting as well. 
For instance, Cheung (1999) mentioned that in the past the role for Hong Kong men 
was only to be a breadwinner and playmate of children, but men are now expected to 
earn money to support the family and do some parenting work (Cheung 1999; Lit, Fok 
and Ip 1991). 
From the above description, it seems that an ideal Hong Kong man is mainly 
valued by his earning ability. It seems that it does not matter whether he can physically 
protect his family. As long as he earns enough money and helps his wife to rear 
children, then he passes in his role as a man. As I have said above, wen can be seen as 
the quality of earning money whereas wu can be seen as the physical strength of a man. 
The belief that earning money is more important than physical strength therefore seems 
to suggest that wu is less valued since one's physical strength is not directly related to 
the ability of earning money. However, in terms of physical appearance, some of the 
informants told me that muscle, a symbol of physical strength, is still needed for a man. 
For instance, Alex, a 23-year-old hair stylist assistant at Besthair said, 
As a man, you cannot be too thin. At least you need to have some muscles. 
Because that will make you look healthier. Body shape is important in today's 
world. 
James, a 20-year-old fashion designer, also expressed the need to have some muscles. 
He said, 
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Daai zek loiP (literally big guy) is out of fashion now. Men need to be tall and 
thin but it's better to have some muscles as well. 
Ivan, a 28-year-old hair stylist assistant at Besthair also agreed that men need to be thin 
and have some muscles whereas Jack, a 19-year-old cook, believed that men need to 
have firm muscles like the actor Louis Koo'* .^ Paul also expressed similar ideas. He is 
a 32-year-old beauty salon owner. He said, 
An ideal male body shape has no fat and doesn't have a belly. Too much 
muscle is not good too. But you need to have a basic body shape. 
Though these opinions may only reveal that some men in Hong Kong prefer to have 
some muscles, it shows that at least a physically strong appearance is preferred for these 
Hong Kong men. 
2.4 Beauty becomes part of masculinity in Hong Kong 
In the last section, I have mentioned that wen and wu can be used to describe 
Hong Kong masculinity. Using Louie's (2002) concept that wen men belong to the 
white collar level and wu men belong to the blue collar level, wen and wu can be further 
used to describe men's appearance. Here, I borrow the word M>en-wu from Louie and 
use it to describe men's appearance. Developing Louie's ideas further, I suggest that 
M>en men have a gentle and delicate appearance whereas wu men look tougher and 
stronger than M^ en men. In this way, the wen-wu I use in this study is different from the 
concept of wen-wu that Louie (2002) used in his work. Louie (2002) suggested that 
9 Daai zek lou (大隻{老)is a common Cantonese phrase used to describe men who are very muscular. 
When mentioning daai zek lou. Hong Kong people commonly think of Arnold Schwarzenegger. 
1° Louis Koo (古天樂）is a famous Hong Kong male actor. He is 5’ 10” tall and weighs 70 kilograms. 
His most conspicuous feature is his very dark skin color. He is relatively thin but has firm muscles. 
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wen men are white collar workers and we can imagine them wearing suits and sitting in 
their offices most of the time. Thus, it is likely that they would look more delicate than 
blue collar workers. Blue collar workers, or wu men, need to use physical strength to 
earn a living. Therefore, I suggest that they have a stronger and tougher body shape. 
Indeed, both wen and wu represent two different beauty images for men in Hong Kong. 
This can be shown from a male beauty contest held in 2005 by a major TV broadcast 
station in Hong Kong. Through an investigation of this beauty contest, we can see what 
images of men are preferred in Hong Kong. With this knowledge, we can then proceed 
to consider how my informants view the need to care about appearance. 
2.4.1 Male beauty contest on television 
One of the major TV channels in Hong Kong organized a male beauty contest in 
2005. This TV channel secures most of the Hong Kong TV viewers. This beauty 
contest had 12 competitors all together and they were evenly divided into 2 teams: the 
debonair team {siu saa zou,瀟f西,組)and the macho team {gin lik zou,健力組).During 
the beauty contest, the competitors had to perform in a talent competition and after each 
round of performing, the judges voted in order to eliminate the one with the lowest 
score on each team. Then, in the final round, the votes from the judges in attendance, 
together with the votes from internet and SMS (sending messages to the broadcast 
station through mobile phones) were used to decide on the champion. 
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Male beauty contests are rare when compared to female beauty contests in Hong 
KongU and thus, this beauty contest aroused public attention. This male beauty contest 
raised two issues regarding masculinity. One is the attention on men's appearance and 
the second is the stereotyping of men's appearance. First, men's physical attractiveness 
has become the focus of masculinity as shown in this contest. The competitors need to 
compete in five categories in the beauty contest. However, among the five categories, 
only one required them to show their intelligence through a short debate with the 
emcees. The remaining four categories focused on their bodies and appearance such as 
the swimming suit section and the talent performing sections. In the swimming suit 
competition, the competitors were required to wear swimming trunks and make some 
poses. This clearly gave the audience and judges a chance to gaze upon their bodies. 
For the talent competition, the competitors performed their own talents such as playing 
the piano, performing martial arts, dancing or singing. These performances either 
showed how active and how strong their bodies were or how refined and gentle they 
could be. As the slogan of the beauty contest was "to create new manhood", it implied 
that men's appearance is important in the new definition of men. 
The second point of interest regarding this male beauty contest is the 
stereotyping of men's appearance. Competitors were divided into either the debonair or 
macho team. This division seems to suggest that men unquestionably fall into one of 
these two categories only. Moreover, the nature of their performance in the talent 
competition differed on different teams. For example, one competitor in the debonair 
team played the piano which was basically gentle or did not require much physical 
“ T h e Miss Hong Kong beauty pageant has been held by major TV channels as early as 1973. Since 
1973，this female beauty contest has been held every year. Conversely, male beauty contests only began 
in 2005. 
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strength. Conversely, competitors in the macho term performed talents that were more 
active and in need of physical strength such as martial arts performance and muscle 
dance'". The studio audience of the beauty contest seemed to be satisfied with both 
traits (debonair and macho) of the men. They screamed when competitors on the 
macho team showed their muscles. They also cried out when the competitor from the 
debonair team played the piano gently. 
However, as a studio audience member^^, I felt dissatisfied with the way the 
producers of the show simply divided men into two groups. It was difficult to 
distinguish between the so-called debonair and macho men. The debonair team, as 
implied by the name, was supposed to have a gentle appearance which fitted into the 
imagination of wen men who are gentle and tender. Conversely, the men in the macho 
team were supposed to be muscular to fit into the category of wu men. However, it was 
indeed quite difficult to determine which group they belong to. All of them looked 
similar except for one of the competitors who was particularly muscular since he is a 
fitness centre trainer. The other competitors were not fat, had some muscles and wore 
floral pattern shirts or sharp color shirts which made them look quite "feminine". 
Moreover, one of the competitors on the debonair team demonstrated his ability to play 
basketball which required physical strength while one of the competitors on the macho 
team sang French love songs which is considered to be quite debonair. In this case, the 
competitors have clearly shown the difficulty of sharply dividing men into debonair or 
Muscle dance refers to a kind of performance in which the performer will demonstrate weight lifting 
poses with music in the background. Usually, the performer tended to be muscular. 
131 was one of the judges of this male beauty contest and was present in the studio. The TV channel has 
openly recruited 500 female judges for this beauty contest to sit as the studio audience. Female TV 
viewers could fill in the application form in that TV channel's magazine and volunteer to be one of the 
judges. 
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macho categories. I think they also displayed the fact that an ideal man in Hong Kong 
should have both debonair and macho qualities, or in other words, M^ en and wu qualities. 
This happens to fit into the Chinese motto of ''wen wu shuang quern“ that 1 have 
mentioned earlier in this chapter. The major difference between Louie's (2002) wen-wu 
and the wen-wu shown in this beauty contest is that the way of performing M>en and m>u 
has become rather superficial now in the hands of television. Nevertheless, the 
producer of this beauty contest sharply divided the men into two groups, despite the fact 
that both qualities were actually found in the competitors. Incidentally, at the end of the 
beauty contest, one overall champion was chosen. Though the female judges found 
both men charming, they chose the winner from the debonair team to be the overall 
champion. 
2.4.2 Hong Kong men's opinions on men's beauty 
The investigation of the male beauty contest in last part is intended to show that 
men's appearance is roughly divided into wen and wu by the media. Also, the media 
also helps to spread the message that new manhood includes men's physical 
attractiveness as well as the ability to earn. However, what do men really think? Do 
they think that men should care about appearance? 
Fung (2006) is perhaps one of the most prominent scholars who has 
investigated Hong Kong men's opinions on beauty. As mentioned in Chapter One, 
Fung (2006) has examined how Bobos, a group of Hong Kong men called Bourgeois 
Bohemian, achieve their goal to become beautiful but at the same time, do not violate 
the "traditional" norm that men should not care about appearance. These Bobos enjoy 
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high class living standards and styles and are conscious about fashion and appearance. 
However as Hong Kong people have grown up under the patriarchal beliefs that men 
should be strong and aggressive, to be too concerned about appearance is therefore 
considered to be girlish and thus, unsuitable for men. Through interviews, Fung (2006) 
discovered that although these Hong Kong men would not discuss nor openly practice 
their beauty practices, they will secretly do it. Hence, Fung's (2006) study has provided 
an example of how some Hong Kong men use "beauty" to perform an alternative 
masculinity. 
From Fung's (2006) studies, two important points can be concluded. One is that 
some Hong Kong men consider beauty as necessary for them. The second point is that 
they do not want to let others to know that they care about appearance. Indeed, from 
the interviews that I have done, similar responses were found. 
2.4.2.1 Appearance is important for men 
Among the 25 fashionable men I have interviewed, 22 basically agreed that 
appearance is important in social relations and career. For instance, Patrick, a 22-year-
old hair stylist assistant at Besthair, says, 
If you want to attract women, appearance is very important though your 
personality also counts. But if you want to be successful in your career, 
appearance is not so important comparatively speaking. Anyway, you still need 
to be at least si si zengzeng (四四正正,tidy and clean)... 
Another informant, Tommy, a 23-year-old man who works in a Japanese enterprise as a 
salesperson, expressed similar ideas. He says, 
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Appearance is definitely important if you want to be popular among girls. But 
for work, as long as you look clean and tidy, then you have already presented a 
good image to your customers. 
Jack, a 19-year-old cook, also has similar opinions. He says, 
To attract girls, appearance is very important because it is your first impression 
to others. Next comes to your personality. For your career, appearance is also 
important. Again, appearance is your first impression to others. But 
communication skills and personality are also important for one's career. 
These opinions show that when dealing with social relationships and career, men 
commonly believe that appearance is important. Though no informants said that 
appearance is the only quality that affects social relationships and career, we can see 
that they commonly believe that being physically attractive has more advantages than 
being disheveled or just being clean and tidy. While appearance is important for men in 
Hong Kong, success in career is even more important. For instance, one of the 
informants, Eric，a 28-year-old clerk and an amateur band member, says, 
To attract women's attention, appearance is important because it is your first 
impression to others. But for career, I do not think that appearance is very 
important. Your success depends on how much you can earn... 
This opinion clearly shows that making a lot of money is still important for men in 
Hong Kong. Being a successful man is equivalent to making money for them. This 
idea is similar to Louie's point that wen represent men who have the ability to make 
money (2002). It also fits into the dominant masculinity notion that ideal men need to 
be able to make a big fortune. However, their opinions are a bit different from what the 
magazines are portraying on the meaning of successful men. In men's lifestyle 
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magazines, I found that men are portrayed as white collar workers who are able to earn 
a lot of money. As they earn a lot of money, they can spend on beauty products like 
famous fashion brand clothes or skin care and grooming products. Their sequence is 
that they first earn money, then they care about their appearance. The lifestyles 
portrayed in men's lifestyle magazines may be similar to the group of informants in 
Fung's (2006) study. They are the group of men who have extra money to spend and 
enjoy life. However, the informants in this study are different. They do not have extra 
money. They cannot purchase expensive commodities like famous label watches or 
cars. However, appearance is still important to them. They use their own methods to 
beautify their bodies. Their priority is to first make themselves beautiful. Then, when 
they earn a lot of money, concern on appearance can be diminished. Nevertheless, there 
are also other informants who do not think appearance is very important. For example， 
Paul, a 32-year-old owner of a beauty salon in Hong Kong, said, 
For social relationships, you do not need to be handsome. It is the same for your 
career. What you need is to make an overall good impression on others. There 
is no need to be overly attractive. 
While Paul believed that there is no need to be handsome, Gary, aged 18，believed that 
both appearance and the ability to earn money are important. He said, 
To get women's attention, if you are still a student, then maybe being smart is 
already good enough. But if you are working already, then both appearance and 
money is important. 
These opinions partly fit into the dominant masculinity notion in Hong Kong. That is, 
men are valued according to their ability to make money. However, concern for 
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appearance is becoming increasingly important for some Hong Kong men. For the 
informants in this study, caring for appearance can help them to develop their own 
identities. Since most of these young Hong Kong men do not have a family yet, they do 
not have financial burdens. But at the same time, they also do not have social status and 
great career achievements. All in all, they are not outstanding enough to gain attention 
from others under the dominant masculinity notion in Hong Kong. Thus, an attractive 
appearance at their age may at least, help them to catch the attention of girls when the 
media and the beauty industry are promoting the idea that men need to become beautiful 
in Hong Kong. 
Indeed, lida (2005) has investigated the similar phenomenon using Japan as a 
case study. She described the phenomenon in which young men in Japan are 
increasingly concerned about their appearance as the "cult of male beauty" (lida 
2005:56). lida argued that the "cult of male beauty" appeared because the Japanese 
cultural hegemony, in which men should take up the responsibility to take care of the 
whole family financially, was no longer able to accommodate the demands of the 
younger generations (2005). The younger male generations did not want to become 
salary men and wanted to have other life styles which contradict the dominant gender 
ideal of Japanese society that men work outside as salary men and women stay at home 
to be housewives. Since the younger male generations were unwilling to become 
salarymen and did not want to take up the responsibility to raise a family, they turned to 
alternative ways of living such as emphasizing physical beauty so as to escape from the 
working bee life pattern in Japan (lida 2005). lida's explanation may be reasonable. 
But most young Hong Kong men have probably not thought deeply before they decided 
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to become beautiful. Instead, the motivation for the informants to emphasize physical 
beauty may just be as simple as wanting to have girlfriends or just following the beauty 
trends offered by the beauty industry or magazines. 
2.4.2.2 Concern for appearance cannot be publicly admitted 
Another discovery from the interviews that 1 have done is that some of the 
informants admit that they seldom tell others about their beauty practices. This is 
similar to Fung's (2006) findings. Fung (2006) discovered that Hong Kong men do not 
want to let others to know that they go to beauty salons. Or, when they need to buy 
some beauty products, they will claim that those products are for health rather than for 
beauty (Fung 2006). In the following, I will present some of the responses of my 
informants. 
When I interviewed my informants, all of them were co-operative in telling me 
their opinions on beauty. However，some of them were not able to clearly express their 
beauty beliefs and their answers to my interview questions were often inconsistent. For 
example, they may say at one time that they care about their face very much but then 
tell me later in the interview that they only use water to wash their face. Victor, a 21-
year-old university student, frankly admits that he wants to become beautiful and copies 
Japanese fashion and beauty styles. However, he thinks that Hong Kong people are still 
not beauty conscious enough. He said, 
1 think Hong Kong men's consciousness on appearance is still very low. It may 
be due to three reasons. First, they think that only women should care about 
appearance. Second, they do not know how to become beautiful and take care 
of their appearance. Third, they have never been concerned about appearance. 
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These three reasons may explain why Hong Kong men are not able to explain their 
beauty beliefs as some of them have never thought clearly about this issue. Hong Kong 
men are embarrassed to talk about beauty and fashion with others. For instance, James, 
a 20-year-old product development assistant in the fashion industry, said, 
Boys do not talk about beauty issues like body hair removal. They may want to 
get rid of their body hair but they will not say it out. 
Sam, a 17-year-old student and band member, expressed similar ideas. He said, 
We seldom talk about beauty between friends. It's just unnecessary. 
Appearance is something very personal. Some people may think a certain style 
is beautiful but it may not be the same for others. So there is no need to talk 
about beauty with others. 
These opinions echo Fung's (2006) findings on Hong Kong men's experience at beauty 
salons. Fung explained that Hong Kong men are afraid to let others know that they 
have gone to beauty salons to receive facial treatments or that they very much care 
about appearance (2006). According to Fung's findings and explanation, the reason is 
related to Chinese "traditional" patriarchal beliefs that a man should be a hero and a 
leader. Therefore men should not be too gentle and too delicate. Caring for appearance 
is something trivial that should only be done during leisure time. That is, trying to 
become beautiful is not an important activity for a man, as explained by Fung (2006). 
Though Chinese "traditional" patriarchal beliefs may hinder men from frankly 
admitting that they also want to become beautiful, it may not affect their actual beauty 
practices. According to Fung (2006), Hong Kong men still use a variety of methods to 
make themselves more attractive such as going to beauty salons, even though they 
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cannot easily join beauty salons if no one introduces them. A beauty salon staff told me 
that they need to be more cautious with male customers as it is difficult to understand 
their real intentions. She said, 
Do they just simply want to become beautiful? Or are they misunderstanding 
that they can sexually take advantage of the female beauticians in the beauty 
salonsi4? It is difficult to tell. So we seldom accept male customers unless he is 
a friend of our long-term customers or something like that. If not, we seldom let 
men to purchase our services. 
This opinion reflects the bias imposed upon men and the assumption that men seldom 
want to become beautiful. It also shows the difficulties for a man to have facial 
treatments in a beauty salon. 
I think it is legitimate to say that Chinese "traditional" patriarchal beliefs are 
responsible for hindering men from admitting their desire to become beautiful. 
However, these beliefs are not strong enough to stop them from caring their appearance. 
Moreover, I found the idea of patriarchal beliefs which causes Hong Kong men to feel 
embarrassed to talk about beauty is only applicable to some of my informants. Some of 
my informants frankly admit that they care about appearance very much and do not 
mind talking about it in front of others. Instead, they enjoy telling others what they 
have learned on beauty and fashion and want to help other men to become physically 
attractive as well. Also, for those who frankly admit they are conscious of their 
appearance basically admit that they leam beauty styles and fashion from Japan as well. 
Hong Kong society is becoming more accepting of the idea that men should care about 
appearance due to the encouragement of the media and the increasingly easy 
Beauty salons are occasionally used as fronts for prostitution in Hong Kong and China. 
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accessibility of male beauty products. Thus, some Hong Kong men are starting to 
challenge this belief that men should not be concerned about appearance by actively 
using their bodies to show that men can be beautiful. 
2.5 Conclusion: Caring for beauty is becoming part of masculinity 
Masculinity expresses the basic worth of a man. In Hong Kong where men are 
guided by the dominant masculinity notion, a man's value comes from how much he 
earns and how well he financially supports the family. However, the meaning of 
masculinity changes as the social norms and social values change. I suggest in this 
chapter that beauty has become part of masculinity. That is, beauty is a kind of basic 
worth for some men in Hong Kong. 
Becker (1971) said the underlining human need was for self-esteem. He 
believed that people need to have the feeling of "basic worth" in order to survive 
(Becker 1971). Though every one's "basic worth" would not be the same, people just 
could not escape from the "artificial symbolism of self-worth". They need to always 
repeat to themselves that "I am a good doctor.., lawyer...engineer... Look at the 
operation I performed, the business deal I pulled off, the way that beautiful girl looks at 
me..." (Becker: 1971: 68). This showed that people's "basic worth", or in other words, 
the meaning of life came from the values developed from others. In this way, the 
human beings are no longer individuals. We are all shaped by others and have become 
social. 
While these Hong Kong young men believe their "basic worth" comes from 
their attractive physical appearance, they are indeed creating their own forms of cultural 
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capital through beauty. Cultural capital refers to the "primarily legitimate knowledge of 
one kind or another" according to Bourdieu (Jenkins 1992: 85). This cultural capital, 
men's beauty in this study, is legitimate in the eyes of the informants, but not in the 
eyes of most Hong Kong men. These fashionable Hong Kong young men may not 
realize it at the beginning and try to create their own meaning of masculinity through 
beauty. However, they later on discover that this alternative masculinity does not bring 
them to mainstream success. Therefore, they give up and attempt to gain the cultural 
capital of the wider Hong Kong society which values career and ability to support a 
family. 1 will discuss their process of identity change in detail in Chapter Four. 
In short, what I want to point out in this chapter is that "beauty" has become an 
increasingly important value that guides some Hong Kong men to search for beauty as 
their meaning in life. Although the concept of beauty may only be a myth created by 
media and society, there is no doubt that beauty is increasingly important in the 
meaning of changing masculinity in Hong Kong. 
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Chapter Three: Men's beauty in magazines in Hong Kong 
3.1 Introduction 
As I have said in the last chapter, the media is helping to create the concept that 
men need to become beautiful. This is important in the examination of the changing 
masculinity of fashionable Hong Kong young men as information on how to become 
beautiful is abundant in the media. Thus, these young men can make themselves 
physically attractive with the help from the media, or mainly magazines which at the 
same time alter their thinking toward the meaning of masculinity. 
In this chapter, I will focus on how the concept that men need to become 
beautiful is portrayed in magazines sold in Hong Kong. I chose magazines for 
investigation because magazines are the most convenient way for men in Hong Kong to 
obtain information on fashion and beauty due to their easy accessibility. I will first 
investigate how magazines portray men's images, then consider what informants think 
about these images. This chapter aims to show that beauty has become increasingly 
important in the meaning of masculinity，at least according to the Hong Kong 
magazines. 
In the first part of this chapter, 1 will describe the three types of magazines that I 
included for the investigation of this study. Then, I will examine what images of men 
are being shown and how men's beauty is being portrayed in different types of 
magazines. Then, 1 will investigate how the informants view these images. 
In the last part, 1 will argue that men's images in these magazines can be viewed 
using the wen-wu binary mentioned in Chapter Two. Lastly, I show that men's beauty 
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has already become entrenched in magazines in Hong Kong, showing a change in the 
meaning of masculinity for Hong Kong men. 
3.2 Magazines in Hong Kong 
As mentioned in Chapter One, I have selected three types of magazines for 
investigation. They are youth and gossip magazines, Japanese male fashion magazines 
and men's lifestyle magazines. These magazines represent most of the beauty 
information that Hong Kong men can obtain from magazines. As there are few 
academic studies on Hong Kong men's beauty, these magazines help us to understand 
how men's beauty is promoted through media which in turn influences some Hong 
Kong men's beauty concepts and understandings of masculinity. That is, these men 
may get the concept that men need to be physically attractive from the magazines. 
Moreover, Japanese influences are not equally stressed in different types of magazines. 
However, we can still see that "Japan" seems to represent leading fashion trends 
according to some of these magazines, which I will analyze in the next part of this 
chapter. 
3.2.1 Youth and gossip magazines 
Youth and gossip magazines here refer to local magazines such as East Touch, 
Monday, Friday, Tea and Milk. These magazines are the easiest type of magazines to 
access. They are sold at every bookstand and convenience store and are placed at the 
most conspicuous areas in the stores. These magazines range from ten to twenty Hong 
Kong dollars in price and have the largest readerships compared to the other types of 
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fashion-related magazines'^. These magazines target young male and female readers in 
their late teens and early twenties. Moreover, people can find them in hair salons, 
beauty salons, restaurants and even libraries, so people can just pick them up and read 
them without purchasing them. Indeed, the informants seldom said that they read these 
types of magazines. However, from the easy accessibility of these magazines, there is 
no doubt that they would have seen these magazines. Due to their prevalence, it is 
difficult to escape their influence. 
3.2.2 Japanese male fashion magazines 
Japanese male fashion magazines include Japanese magazines such as Men's 
non-no. Men's Brand and Smart. These magazines are in Japanese, but are sold at 
convenience stores, some bookstands, some bookshops as well as bookstores that 
specialize in Japanese magazines in Hong Kong. Moreover, Smart has recently 
published a Chinese version. Though they are not as conveniently available as the 
youth and gossip magazines, informants reported that they mostly read these magazines. 
Moreover, they are sold at higher price than youth and gossip magazines, usually at 
over fifty Hong Kong dollars. These magazines are targeted at young men ranging in 
age from the teens to late twenties and teach readers how to match clothes, gel their hair, 
shape their eyebrows or even polish their nails. Moreover, many hair salons display 
'5 These youth and gossip magazines {Oriental Sunday) have over 100,000 in circulation per issue 
whereas men's lifestyle magazines {Esquire Hong Kong edition and WM) have around 10,000 to 30,000 
circulation per issue. This is obtained from the website of The Hong Kong Audit Bureau of Circulations 
Ltd (HKABC), http://www.hkabc.com.hk/en/index.htm As HKABC did not research the circulation of 
youth and gossip magazines like Milk, Monday and Friday, I used the data from Oriental Sunday, the 
only youth and gossip magazine available in HKABC as reference. 
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these magazines for customers to read while waiting or having their hair cut at the 
salons. 
3.2.3 Men's lifestyle magazines 
Men's lifestyle magazines refer to local and overseas magazines sold in Hong 
Kong such as Esquire, HIM, Men 's UNO and Men 's Beauty. Some informants have 
mentioned reading these magazines. They are sold in most bookstands and all 
convenience stores. However, they are put at a less conspicuous area than that of the 
youth and gossip magazines in the stores. These magazines cost around thirty to forty 
Hong Kong dollars and have slightly lower readerships when compared to female 
fashion magazines'^. These magazines are targeted at men who have money to spend 
and teach how to purchase luxury goods like watches and cars. Information on how to 
beautify men's appearance is provided as well. These magazines are available in some 
hair and beauty salons, some restaurants and some bookshops. Thus, men can read 
these magazines without buying them as well. 
3.3 Men's images in these three types of magazines 
The above three types of magazines show different styles of men's beauty. 
They are also creating different lifestyles for the readers' consumption. These different 
styles of images are closely related to what my informants said about their own beauty 
ideals. The different images regarding fashion and beauty shown in these magazines 
16 These men's lifestyle magazines {Esquire Hong Kong edition and HIM) have around 10,000 to 30,000 
in circulation per issue whereas female fashion magazines (such as Cosmopolitan Hong Kong edition) 
have around 40,000 in circulation per issue. This is obtained from the website of The Hong Kong Audit 
Bureau of Circulations Ltd (HKABC), http://www.hkabc.com.hk/en/index.htm 
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also help their male readers to develop their interpretation of the new masculinity, that 
is, to choose which style of men's beauty to represent their own identity. To begin with, 
let us first examine the different beauty images for men in each type of magazine. 
3.3.1 Over- emphasis of Japaneseness: Youth and gossip magazines 
Youth and gossip magazines highly emphasize Japanese styles and brands. 
Men's images are often emphasized through the clothes they are wearing and it is easy 
to find articles introducing Japanese brand clothes. For instance, these magazines 
introduce information on what Japanese fashion brands are available in Hong Kong or 
where to buy Japanese fashion. Also, the magazines try to associate non-Japanese 
brands with Japan. Japaneseness is highly emphasized in youth and gossip magazines. 
Though much information on fashion and beauty are devoted to female readers, male 
clothing and male facial products are also introduced. The male models that these 
magazines use are often of ambiguous ethnicity. Indeed, the male models that appear in 
advertisements in the gossip and fashion magazines are Japanese-like models. They are 
Asians, have smooth skin and slightly long dyed hair similar to the hair style of 
Kimutaku'^. 
I recognize that the discussion of Japaneseness may seem to be not directly 
relevant to the changing masculinity of some Hong Kong men in this study. However, 
Japaneseness is important in examining men's beauty in Hong Kong for some 
'7 Kimutaku refers to Kimura Takuya, a famous Japanese artist. According to Miller (2003), Kimutaku 
has been selected several times to be the artist that readers like the most in magazines like Anan (a female 
Japanese magazine) after 1995. Kimutaku is the representative of 'manly' and 'sexy' (Miller 2003). 
However, he is not muscular and bulky. Instead, he is thin and has smooth skin which are contradictory 
to the standard for men (muscular and strong) in the previous decade. His hair style is a bit long with 
waves and is colored. 
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fashionable young men. For these fashionable Hong Kong young men, Japanese styles 
of fashion and beauty represent a whole new world for them which they admire. Thus, 
to understand how they develop beauty as part of masculinity, there is a need to first 
understand how "Japan" is portrayed in their minds through the examination of 
magazines. 
As I have just mentioned, Japaneseness is highly emphasized in youth and 
gossip magazines on men's clothes. For example, a Hong Kong youth magazine called 
Friday (29 May 2006) introduces the latest fashion trends for men in the section "boy 
stuff，. It is a ten page column which introduces men's jeans, t-shirts and skateboards. 
Jeans account for two pages and skateboards account for 1 page and the remaining are 
on t-shirts. Within these ten pages，the word "Japan" appears seven times. Though 
only two fashion brands are Japanese brands out of the six brands introduced, this 
column still tries to link the other brands to Japan. For the brands that are not coming 
from Japan, the column relates it to Japan by telling readers that the brand is gaining 
attention in Japan. When introducing Japanese brands, the writers simply imply that 
those fashion items are very popular in Japan, and therefore no one should miss the 
chance to buy them. This kind of introduction of Japanese brand fashion items are 
common in Hong Kong magazines. The phrase "comes from Japan" or "made in 
Japan" appears in magazines constantly. 
Moreover, the use of Japanese characters is common in these youth and gossip 
magazines to promote Japaneseness. Within the magazine column "boy s tu f f , terms 
like ninki (人氣，literally popular), koinono (/J�物，literally small accessories) and sinpin 
(新品，literally new product) can be found. Though these terms were written in Chinese 
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characters, they are of Japanese origin. Readers might only guess at the meanings of 
these expressions from the Chinese characters. Through using Japanese terms, these 
youth and gossip magazines are able to provoke a Japanese atmosphere to the readers. 
Also, these Japanese terms are used so often that some of these terms may become 
common usage in Chinese. One of the examples is ninki (人氣，literally popular). This 
term is so commonly used that people know this term means popular and use it in daily 
conversations. Milk is another youth and gossip magazine that uses a lot of Japanese 
terms. By just referring to the cover and the content page of Milk (4 May 2006), readers 
can find many different Japanese expressions in it. For example, there are Japanese 
expressions like kaimono (買物，literally shopping), chiimoku (注目， l i teral ly 
spotlight), teiban (定番，literally standard) and shokai ('紹介，literally introduce). 
The overuse of Japanese terms are indeed, very serious in youth and gossip magazines 
in Hong Kong. Ng (2005) has also discussed the overuse of Japanese terms in Hong 
Kong's youth and gossip magazines is his personal website in which he thinks that 
overuse of Japanese terms make the Chinese sentences in those magazines 
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grammatically incorrect and meaningless . 
In addition, Hong Kong magazines use models who look like those one might 
find in a Japanese magazine when introducing male beauty practices. Moreover, 
celebrities are commonly used to promote Japanese images. For instance, there is an 
interview with Hong Kong famous DJs in the youth magazine, Friday (29 May 2006). 
The interview asks the famous DJs to talk about their own fashion sense. Out of the 
18 This is obtained from the personal homepage of Ng, W.M., 
http://www.cuhkacs.org/~benng/Bo-Blog/read.php?311 
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eight DJs interviewed, five of them talked about Japan as it seems that there is no doubt 
that Japanese brand clothes are leading fashion trends in Hong Kong. 
The above examples only provide a glimpse of what youth and gossip 
magazines are like. Indeed, when flipping through this kind of magazine, almost all 
pages on fashion and beauty products show that certain products are popular in Japan 
while other products are made in Japan. Readers can not distinguish whether these 
articles are telling the truth, but the magazines are certainly creating a special status for 
"Japan" in the realm of fashion and beauty. That is, Japan is leading Hong Kong 
fashion trends. Moreover, these magazines very much emphasize the direction of 
fashion trends. Thus, I conclude that men's beauty in youth and gossip magazines use 
"Japan" to create a sense of style for the readers in Hong Kong. 
Informants are influenced by these youth and gossip magazines on men's beauty. 
When they mention beauty trends, some of them directly equate beauty and fashion 
with Japan. It also means that Japanese style of fashion and beauty concepts are closely 
related to the changing masculinity of these fashionable Hong Kong young men. These 
fashionable Hong Kong young men's beauty concepts are developed in the context of 
whether their physical beauty can create a sense of Japaneseness. 
As youth and gossip magazines have created an illusion that Japanese fashion is 
leading fashion trends in Hong Kong, 1 therefore consider informants who think Hong 
Kong beauty trends are led by Japan as people who are being influenced by these youth 
and gossip magazines on beauty ideals. When I asked informants about the current 
beauty consciousness of Hong Kong men, 23 out of 25 agreed that Hong Kong men's 
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beauty consciousness has increased. Sixteen believed that Japanese influence is 
responsible for increasing men's beauty consciousness in Hong Kong. For instance, 
Mark, a 20-year-old fashion designer said, 
I think Hong Kong men's beauty consciousness has increased. As more and 
more fashion brands from Japan and other countries comes to Hong Kong, more 
and more Hong Kong men have started to care about their appearance. 
Henry, a 27-year-old hair stylist assistant believed that beauty is equivalent to Japanese 
fashion. He said, 
Whenever people talk about men's beauty, it's just about fashion from Japan 
and England. Hong Kong's magazines are closely following Japanese fashion 
trends. 
Indeed, Tommy who is a 23-year-old salesperson working in a Japanese enterprise also 
thinks that increasing beauty consciousness is a result of Hong Kong people paying 
more attention to fashion coming from Japan or Europe. Likewise, Jack, a 19-year-old 
cook, thinks that young men between fifteen to twenty-nine are more beauty conscious 
than before due to fashion trends coming from Japan and America. 
Moreover, some informants think that the youth and gossip magazines are 
influenced by Japan. Leo, a 24-year-old fashion designer, said that the magazine Milk 
is showing a lot of Japanese clothes whereas Victor, a 21-year-old university student, 
believes that youth and gossip magazines are very much influenced by Japanese fashion 
styles. 
Most of the informants mentioned Japan when they talked about men's beauty. 
They believed that Japan represents trendy fashion and beauty. This belief echoes with 
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what the youth and gossip magazines are portraying. Of course，the youth and gossip 
magazines are not the only reason for people to link men's beauty to Japan, but it is 
clear that these magazines are helping to create this belief. In the next chapter, I will 
discuss in detail how "Japan" influences some Hong Kong men's beauty ideals and 
beauty practices. This is important in understanding these fashionable Hong Kong 
young men's changing masculinity as they believe that beauty is part of masculinity. At 
the same time, they believe that "Japan" can help them to achieve the goal to become 
beautiful. 
3.3.2 Authentic Japanese style?: Japanese male fashion magazines 
Japanese male fashion magazines act as a manual that teaches men to become 
beautiful. These magazines provide detailed descriptions on how to match clothes and 
where to buy those clothes. At the same time, skin care, hair and mustache styling as 
well as information on beauty salons are also shown in these magazines. Caring for 
one's overall appearance is emphasized in Japanese male fashion magazines. Men can 
follow these magazines to make themselves beautiful from head to toe step by step. 
Though these magazines are written in Japanese and are more expensive than the local 
youth and gossip magazines as well as men's lifestyle magazines, the informants read 
these Japanese male fashion magazines more than the other two types of magazines. 
As I have said, these Japanese male fashion magazines emphasize the overall 
appearance of men. To teach men to beautify their whole body, the magazines provide 
detailed descriptions assisted with photos on different beauty practices ranging from 
hair, eyebrow, mustache, facial care, removal of body hair, matching of clothes and 
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accessories. For instance, the August 2006 edition of a Japanese male fashion magazine 
called Men's non-no includes columns on facial care, hair styling and matching of 
clothes in one issue. Male readers can use one magazine and transform themselves 
from head to toe. This Men's non-no (August 2006) introduces men's cosmetics and 
skin care products in the sections called "M-column Beauty" and "M-column Skin 
Care" respectively. These two columns are 1 page each. In each column, skin care 
products targeted at men's oily skin are introduced. An interview with three men who 
have tried these products are published on the first half of each column, followed by the 
prices and shops where these beauty products can be purchased in Japan on the second 
half of the page. 
The section on hair styling in the same magazine is a six page column which 
teaches readers to style their hair with photos and descriptions of each step. Each page 
introduces a different type of hair style with different lengths. The diversity of different 
hair styles aims to help as many men as possible, so that every reader can use this 
magazine as a guide to set their hair. 
Moreover, a column on matching of clothes is also included in this Men 's non-
no (August 2006). This column consists of eight pages telling readers how to rotate 
fifteen pieces of clothes to dress themselves for one month. In this column, the male 
model uses different co-ordination with those fifteen pieces of clothes to match different 
circumstances such as going to school or a part-time job, dating or driving. This 
column helps readers to solve the problem of dressing with limited pieces of clothing. 
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The main point I want to make from the above examples is that men can obtain 
almost all the information needed from head to toe to beautify their appearance with one 
magazine. Indeed, other Japanese male fashion magazines are showing the same 
tendency in which the magazines are presenting different beauty practices for male 
readers on different parts of their bodies. In fact, some informants also expressed the 
opinion that the overall appearance is the key point in men's beauty. Among the 25 
interviews, eight said that they were most concerned about their overall appearance 
when going out whereas another eight said that hair style matters the most when going 
out. Among these 16 informants, nine claimed that they read Japanese male fashion 
magazines such as Men 's non-no and Smart. I agree that I have not proven that reading 
Japanese male fashion magazines causes men to care about their overall appearance. 
However, these Japanese male fashion magazines emphasize the overall image which 
includes steps on gelling hair and matching clothes. Thus, it is legitimate to believe that 
these Japanese male fashion magazines are teaching these Hong Kong men how to set 
their hair and match their clothes with accessories. 
Moreover, these Japanese male fashion magazines are supposed to target 
Japanese. Thus, informants consider the fashion and beauty trends in these fashion 
magazines as authentically Japanese styles. This can be seen from the informants' 
opinion on the difference between local youth and gossip magazines and Japanese male 
fashion magazines. For instance, Oscar, a 25-year-old salesperson working in a 
Japanese enterprise who has been to Japan for one-year as an exchange student said, 
"Hong Kong youth and gossip magazines only report on a part of Japanese fashion. 
The images are not real." Oscar is not the only informant who had this opinion. Indeed, 
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some of the informants also told me that they think Hong Kong's youth magazines are 
not showing "real" Japanese fashions. 
I do not know because it is impossible to distinguish between "real" and "false" 
Japanese fashion. In fact, I do not think there are any "real" Japanese fashions as a 
piece of clothing may be designed by a Hong Kong designer in a Japanese company and 
made in China. Therefore I think it is impossible to say there are any authentic 
Japanese fashion. For instance, Nick, aged 18, one of my informants, happens to be 
working as a part-time fashion designer in a wholesale house which targets Japanese 
customers. He told me about the origin of the designs of some Japanese brand clothing. 
He says, 
Many designs of my company are sold to different Japanese fashion brands and 
these Japanese fashion brands are the ones that you can find in Japanese fashion 
magazines like Mini or Cutie. Actually, these Japanese fashions are designed by 
Hong Kong designers. They just bought our designs and then put their brand tag 
on the clothes and it becomes Japanese fashion! Most interestingly, after these 
designs are sold to Japan, Hong Kong brand fashion lines will then buy those 
clothing from Japan and copy it and change it into a Hong Kong design again. 
This example tells us that the so-called authenticity may just be an illusion. 
Nevertheless, most informants believe that Japanese male fashion magazines are more 
reliable than youth and gossip fashion on reporting Japanese fashion and beauty trends. 
3.3.3 High class men: Men's lifestyle magazines 
Men's lifestyle magazines evoke a high class lifestyle for men. The need for 
men to use beauty products is stressed in these magazines. Interviews with white collar 
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men regarding their beauty practices are published. Famous top fashion brands coming 
from Milan, Paris and America are introduced. The magazines also provide information 
on traveling and cuisine. Print advertisements in these magazines are mostly expensive 
watches, cars, men's skin care products and famous foreign fashion brands. Unlike the 
local youth and gossip magazines, men's lifestyle magazines do not use Japanese terms 
in the articles. Though the magazines introduce fashion brands coming from Japan, 
fashion brands coming from France and America are also introduced in the same 
proportion. 
As I have pointed out, men's lifestyle magazines highlight the importance for 
men to take care of their skin by using grooming products. For instance, the November 
2005 edition of the Hong Kong men's lifestyle magazine HIM includes a section called 
"be a handsome man" that teaches men to become "handsome guys" within five 
minutes. The magazine emphasizes that men should make themselves beautiful when 
dating or attending important meetings. In this section, different facial products with 
prices and brands are introduced. At the same time, the magazine teaches the male 
readers the steps of facial care which start from cleansing and brow shaping to shaving, 
lip moisturizing and hair styling. Also, in the Taiwanese men's beauty magazine Men 's 
Beauty (Spring/ Summer 2006) which is sold in Hong Kong, a section called "Men's 
Make Up" teaches men to apply make-up. This magazine tells the readers that men can 
create a healthy handsome look through make-up. In this section, the magazine teaches 
male readers to apply foundation, use concealer to cover up acne, curl eye lashes and 
shape eyebrows. Moreover, in Men's UNO (March 2006), a section called "UNO 
Grooming: My Favorite Skin Care" invites four men to talk about their own beauty 
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habits and introduce the grooming products that they use. These four men include 
models, designers and white collar workers from the managerial level. The introduction 
of interviewees from different occupational backgrounds seems to suggest that trying to 
become beautiful is not restricted to only certain groups of professionals. Instead, every 
man should care for his appearance. However, one point needs to be noted here. That 
is, though men with different occupations are interviewed, they are in middle class 
occupations and are relatively rich. So they are more likely to have money to spend on 
beauty and grooming products. 
These three examples show men how to improve their appearance through using 
facial care and applying make up. Together with the interviews with different men in 
"UNO Grooming: My Favorite Skin Care" in Men 's UNO (March 2006)，it conveys an 
image that men are not hesitant to speak out about their desire to become beautiful. The 
important point is not just finding out the methods to improve men's appearance. The 
main focus here is that men's lifestyle magazines are promoting the idea that men need 
to become beautiful. 
However, these men's lifestyle magazines use terms like "healthy" to encourage 
men to use beauty products. For instance, the section "Men's Make Up" in the 
Taiwanese magazine Men 's Beauty (Spring/ Summer 2006) told the readers that men 
can become sunny, healthy and trendy (陽光健康型男）by applying make up. Instead 
of openly stating that men can use cosmetics to improve their appearance, the word 
"healthy" seems to suggest that the use of make up just helps to cover up their acne or 
dark circles under their eyes, so that men would not look pale and sick. As mentioned 
in Chapter One, Fung (2006) has discovered that due to the patriarchal belief that being 
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concerned about appearance is girlish，some Hong Kong men have to use the term 
"health care，，to disguise their actual intention of hoping to become beautiful when they 
want to buy beauty products. Here I found men's lifestyle magazines are using the 
same technique to avoid the gender taboo that men should not care about appearance. 
However, none of the informants have followed all the steps shown in these 
magazines. While we might assume that men would take good care of their skin with 
the assistance of magazines which provide abundant information on how men should 
clean their faces, my informants provided a different picture. For instance, the director 
of a beauty salon, Paul, aged 32, told me his usual practice. He said: 
I care about my face very much...though I was selling facial products to my 
customers who include both females and males, personally I only used water to 
wash my face. I did not use any facial products. Why? I was just being lazy. I 
did not feel that I need to use facial products. 
Paul told me that it is unnecessary to be overly attractive. Thus, his opinions make 
sense in that applying too much beauty products may make him "overly attractive". 
Indeed, many informants told me that they seldom use a lot of facial cleansing products. 
I discovered that those who use facial products were those who had skin problems such 
as serious acne problems in the past. Those who did not have skin problems seldom 
thought that they need to use facial products. Moreover, even if they thought that they 
needed to use facial products, they would keep it to the minimum level. One reason, 
they claimed, for not using these products was because they were "lazy". However, 
another reason was that they thought that having too smooth skin would diminish one's 
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masculinity. One informant, Ivan, aged 28, who now works in Besthair and who has 
been to Japan to leam cosmetics and hair styles, said, "I only use facial foam to wash 
my face. Then, I use lotion. I don't want my skin to be too smooth. It would be not 
'manly' enough". Even though they claimed that they care about their face very much, 
they did not apply many facial products. From the answers that they gave, it seems that 
the emphasis on men's facial care in magazines is not affecting Hong Kong men much 
in their facial care habits. 
Moreover, though some of the informants claimed they read men's lifestyle 
magazines, it did not necessarily mean that they would buy clothes introduced in those 
magazines. Most of the time, they also read other Japanese male fashion magazines like 
Men's non-no and casually flipped through other youth and gossip magazines when 
they had a chance, so they would rather turn to clothes introduced in Japanese male 
fashion magazines than men's lifestyle magazines. One reason may be the problem of 
money. Most of the informants are young men who do not have enough money to buy 
whatever they want. Edward, a 22-year-old man who worked in Besthair and claimed 
himself to be a "shopaholic" told me that he wanted to buy a certain famous British 
brand accessory. He even stood in front of that shop for over an hour and then he gave 
up due to the high price of that accessory. Even informants like Edward who especially 
like shopping could not buy brand products introduced in men's lifestyle magazines. 
Therefore, we can imagine how hard it is for other informants who do not have high 
incomes to imitate the high class lifestyle shown in these men's lifestyle magazines. 
Thus, I conclude that men's lifestyle magazines may only introduce an ideal 
lifestyle to these young men. Most of the informants who are in their teens and twenties 
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are incapable of consuming similar lifestyles at this age when they have just started 
working and do not have much money. 
3.4 Men's images in magazines in Hong Kong: wen or vvm? 
So far I have discussed the different focuses of men's beauty in fashion and 
men's lifestyle magazines available in Hong Kong. In fact, while I was examining 
men's images in these magazines, I found that the male models are obviously showing 
an androgynous image. The models are increasingly relatively thin when compared 
with the Western male models shown in some men's lifestyle magazines. Also, they 
have few muscles. Their skin is smooth. They have long hair but little body hair. 
These men do not look like they can protect their family when danger appears which 
contradicts with the dominant masculinity notion that men need to be physically strong. 
Instead of a muscular and rough image, why is this androgynous beauty being promoted 
in magazines for men? Perhaps the wen and wu concept that Louie (2002) mentioned 
can help to explain this situation. 
As mentioned in Chapter Two, M>en and m>U were the two qualities that Louie 
(2002) used to describe Chinese men. However, Louie mainly focused on the 
personality or behavior of Chinese men when discussing wen and wu (2002). Louie 
argued that with the globalization influences, the meaning of wen has changed from 
referring to an educated person to businessmen who are able to make a lot of money 
(2002). Wu, once referred to as a soldier or someone physically strong and brave, has 
become less important when the economy has become increasingly important for 
society (Louie 2002). Thus, weii is valued more than Mm. I need to stress that the 
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meaning of wen-M^ in Louie's examination is different from mine. I just borrowed the 
word wen and M'U from Louie's (2002) work and use these two terms in this thesis to 
describe the appearance of some men in Hong Kong. Wen men in this study refer to 
men who are white collar workers whereas wu men are blue collar workers. As wen 
men cannot fight, we can imagine that they are not as muscular as wu men. At the same 
time, wen men are those who sit in the offices doing white collar work to earn money, 
so they look paler than wu men who are doing blue collar work under the sun. 
Therefore, M>en men are more likely to earn more money than that of M'U men, so men 
with soft and gentle appearance are valued over men with tough and strong appearance. 
Another reason is perhaps the influence from the Japanese type of male beauty 
shown in the media. As I have mentioned in this chapter, local magazines emphasize 
Japanese styles. Indeed, Japanese models shown in Japanese male fashion magazines 
are relatively wen in style. They are thin and not muscular. Their skin is smooth and 
hairless. Miller (2003) has also noticed this point when examining Japanese men's 
images. She said that the taste for men has shifted from large and blockish men to the 
Japanese male actor, Kimutaku'^ type of man in the 1990s (Miller 2003). As Hong 
Kong media value Japanese style, Hong Kong people also welcome the soft and gentle 
image of men coming from Japan as shown from the magazines. 
Ironically, Friihstuck discovered that Japanese beauty standards are strongly 
influenced by Western perceptions of beauty ideals (2000). Western male models are 
comparatively wu in style as they are more muscular than the Japanese models. Their 
skin is not as smooth as Asian male models. Thus, it is legitimate to say that the 
19 As mentioned earlier, Kimutaku is the short form for Kimura Takuya, a famous Japanese artist. 
Kimutaku is the representative of "manly" and "sexy" (Miller 2003). However, he is not muscular and 
bulky. Instead, he is thin and has smooth skin. 
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Western male beauty standard represents a tougher and rougher image than that of 
Japanese. So, if Western male beauty represents wu beauty and Japanese male beauty 
represents wen beauty, and Japanese male beauty is influenced by Western male beauty, 
does it mean that M^en beauty is influenced by wu beauty? How is Hong Kong's male 
beauty being influenced by this wen and wu beauty? 
According to Fruhstiick, almost two-thirds of the advertising models in Japanese 
advertisements are Westerners (2000). However, I found the Western male models 
used in Japanese male fashion magazines are similar to the Japanese male models used 
in those magazines. That is, they are not muscular. Some of them have long hair. They 
look rather androgynous. Comparatively speaking, I found the Western male models 
used in men's lifestyle magazines available in Hong Kong look tougher and stronger 
than that of the Western male models shown in Japanese male fashion magazines. For 
example, the Western male models in Hong Kong magazines show more naked bodies 
and muscles than those in Japanese male fashion magazines. I found the male model 
images are similar to the descriptions of Western male models in Bordo's (1999) 
investigation of print advertisements. 
In her investigation of advertisements in the 1990s, Bordo discovered that the 
Western images of men in advertisements were becoming less aggressive (1999). 
Bordo examined examples of male underwear advertisements of famous fashion brands 
in magazines in the 1990s. She found that the display of naked male bodies in 
advertisements has increased (1999). In the underwear advertisements that Bordo 
examined, the male models might only wear the briefs and let their muscles be exposed 
to viewers completely (1999). According to Bordo, the display of naked male bodies in 
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advertisements suggested that men became the "passive objects of another's sexual 
gaze”（1999:193). Also, in the past，American male models in advertisements might 
face the camera aggressively. Men in underwear advertisements in the 1990s, however, 
may only show part of their faces, or they may not face the camera directly, creating a 
feeling that they were passive and feminine (Bordo 1999). Though the male models in 
the advertisements were still muscular, their facial expressions were much softer than 
men in the past advertisements which made readers see them as feminine. 
Thus, instead of M'en beauty being influenced by wu beauty, I think wen beauty 
has influenced wu beauty. In Hong Kong, both M>en and wu beauty are promoted, 
supporting Louie's (2002) claim that the ideal Chinese man consists of both wen and wu 
qualities. This can be seen from the existence of both androgynous male models and 
muscular male models in the three types of magazines that I have examined in this 
chapter. Please note that the wen and wu beauty I mentioned here are referring to the 
physical appearance of men. Wen refers to a gentle male appearance with relatively thin 
body shape and little muscles. Wu refers to a muscular image of men who are tough 
and physically strong. One may also consider wen beauty as the Japanese type of male 
beauty whereas ww beauty is the Western type of male beauty. 
3.5 Conclusion: Beauty has become increasingly important for men in Hong Kong 
I have examined the three types of magazines that cover most of the beauty 
information which Hong Kong men could obtain from magazines. Youth and gossip 
magazines emphasize the Japaneseness of fashion and beauty. Japanese male fashion 
magazines provide beauty information to help male readers to beautify their own bodies 
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from head to toe. Men's lifestyle magazines talk about facial care and introduce a high 
class lifestyle for men in Hong Kong. Moreover, men's images in these magazines can 
be divided into a soft type of beauty and a tough type of beauty. Though these three 
types of magazines use different ways to talk about men's beauty, they all focus on the 
need for men to become beautiful, suggesting that beauty is necessary for men to 
perform their masculinity. In the next chapter, I focus on how "Japan" influences some 
Hong Kong men's beauty ideals and practices. This will help us to understand more 
about the meaning and representation of "Japan" for fashionable Hong Kong young 
men and how "Japan" affects these men's changing masculinity. 
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Chapter Four: Relationship between ‘‘Japan，’ and men's beauty in Hong Kong 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter investigates the meanings of "Japan" in the eyes of the informants. 
I understand that "Japan" may seem unrelated to the topic of changing masculinity in 
this thesis. However, "Japan" is indeed closely related to the topic as the influence of 
Japan is prevalent in Hong Kong, particularly in the realm of beauty. When casually 
flipping through the fashion and lifestyle magazines in Hong Kong, the appearance of 
the word Japan can be easily seen. When promoting or introducing new fashion items 
in magazines, the phrase "it is popular in Japan" is consistently used. Boutique owners 
would post Japanese fashion magazines onto the windows of the shops to attract 
customers. The word "Japan" is put in eye-catching areas in chain stores selling 
cosmetics and grooming products. It is becoming impossible for one to escape from 
"Japan" in daily life. 
Moreover, the informants repeatedly told me that Japanese fashion or Japanese 
beauty practices are better than fashion trends in other places such as Hong Kong and 
Korea. "Japan" is central to being fashionable, at least to these young men in Hong 
Kong. Thus, in order to understand changing masculinity, or men's beauty in Hong 
Kong, it is necessary to know the meaning of "Japan" to these fashionable Hong Kong 
young men. 
Through the informants' own experiences, this chapter reveals the different 
interpretations and images of Japan from the eyes of Hong Kong men. In the research, I 
discovered two major views provided by the informants on the relations between beauty 
and Japan. Through these apparently different views of Japan，I discovered that the 
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informants have a common view that "Japan" has a special status in terms of men's 
beauty. 
One may assume that Japanized beauty practices are only a kind of preference 
for individuals. However, we will see how Japanized beauty practices can combine 
with work. Then, we will find out how some Hong Kong men see "Japan" as superior 
to other fashion and beauty styles. Through their discussion of "Japan" and men's 
beauty, I will explore how these informants are aware of or taken for granted the 
Japanese influences in terms of fashion and beauty. In the last part, I will discuss how 
Japaneseness of beauty practices becomes less important for some informants as time 
passes. This will show that "Japan", after all may represent the imagination of a good 
and attractive life for some Hong Kong men. 
4.2 The meaning and common beliefs about "Japan，，in Hong Kong 
"Japan" in this study does not simply refer to the country, Japan. "Japan" 
represents the common beliefs or perceptions that some Hong Kong people have 
towards the country, Japan. Their images of "Japan" may be derived from the media 
and daily encounters with others, their working experiences in Japanese companies or 
their living experiences while studying in Japan. Through the interviews that I have 
done in this study, I found that each informant has his own interpretations of "Japan", 
especially in terms of fashion and beauty. However, in spite of their different 
interpretations towards "Japan", they have the common idea that "Japan" is superior to 
the other styles available in Hong Kong in the realm of men's beauty. In the following, 
I will first present what "Japan" means to different informants in this study. 
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4.2.1 Japan as work: Hair stylists and fashion designers 
4.2.1.1 Hair stylist assistants 
The most common comment from the informants who work in BesthaiP\ a 
Japanese hair salon in Hong Kong, was their consciousness of their hair styles. Besthair 
is a hair salon established in Japan in the 1970s by a Japanese entrepreneur and there are 
five salons in Japan. Its business has expanded to Hong Kong and there are three salons 
in Hong Kong now. As its headquarters is situated in Japan, I describe Besthair in this 
study as a Japanese hair salon. Working in a hair salon requires them to realize the need 
to care about their appearance. Working in a Japanese hair salon further allows them to 
leam about "Japanese" beauty styles. During the interviews, most of the informants 
who worked in Besthair expressed the same idea that they care about their hair styles 
very much. Some directly expressed their concerns about their careers at the same time. 
One informant, Henry, aged 27, who has worked in Besthair for two years and has gone 
to Japan for four years to 丨earn Japanese language and hair styling, said, 
I especially pay attention to my hair style. It is because hair style determines 
whether you look tidy or not as the first impression for others. Most importantly, 
I work in a hair salon and so, I need to have a tidy hair style. If not, I am not 
able to convince my customers. 
Henry had a slightly long and straight hair style with a lightened hair color 
which is similar to the bishomn (美少年，literally beautiful boys) depicted in Japan's 
shdjo manga (少女漫画，literally girls' comics). His hair style is the "handsome boy 
Besthair is not the real name of the hair salon. I use this name for the hair salon to protect my 
informant's identities. 
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style" in those manga which produces an image of casual naturalness. Ivan, aged 28, 
who works in the same salon, conversely, had purposely gelled all his hair upward to 
create a hair style which was similar to the hero in the Japanese comic, Dragon Ball. 
Though their hair styles were so different, Ivan expressed similar ideas towards work as 
Henry. He said, 
Being a hair stylist assistant requires that we have the working spirit of a hair 
stylist. As long as I am standing here in the salon, I am representing my 
company. Therefore, I need to take care of my appearance. It is not a matter of 
whether you are handsome or not, because you cannot change your facial 
features, but you do need to take care of your appearance to let others know that 
you are paying attention to it. Being a hair stylist is like being a billboard for 
your company. 
Indeed, Ivan told me that he seldom gelled his hair outside of work because he 
was losing hair with overuse of hair styling products. However, whenever he was 
working in the salon, he needed to have this conspicuous hair style so that his customers 
could remember him even if they forgot his name. Thus, the dragon ball hair style has 
become his trademark and does not reflect his expression of beauty or own preference. 
These two examples show that work is directly related to beauty practices. 
Needless to say, it also depends on the type of work they are doing. However, one point 
should be noted here is that beauty practices are not only used for beauty purposes. In 
this case, Japanized hair styles become the tool for these hair stylists to appeal to their 
customers. Their preferences for their hair styles are less important than their careers. 
This can be seen from Ivan who deliberately created a “dragon ball hair style" while 
Henry was advised to change to a darker hair color by his senior when he got promoted 
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from assistant to hair stylist shortly after this interview. Henry heeded his senior's 
advice despite the fact that he wants to have a lighter hair color. 
My informants also expressed their views on working in a Japanese hair salon. 
Francis, aged 21, who worked in a Hong Kong hair salon for one year before changing 
to Besthair, said, 
The greatest difference between working in a Hong Kong hair salon and a 
Japanese hair salon is the working spirit. When you are working in a Hong 
Kong hair salon, you will not respect what you are doing. However, when I 
started working in Besthair, I started to realize that I am a hair stylist and 
became proud of it. If I was still working in Hong Kong hair salons, I would not 
respect my own career because anyone can be a hair stylist. 
This example resonates with Fung's research on beauty salons in Mainland 
China (2003). According to Fung (2003)，the beauticians who worked in mainland 
China work hard to have qualifications gained in Hong Kong in order to gain respect 
from customers. Most of the beauticians were originally people from poor rural areas in 
China. Their social status is low when compared with citizens in cities like Shenzhen. 
However, through having certain qualifications from Hong Kong, they are then able to 
gain power at least within the beauty salons. In the beauty salons, these beauticians are 
the source of knowledge on beauty. Local customers therefore need to rely on these 
beauticians for knowledge on beauty. Under usual circumstances, city residents are 
superior to villagers. However，within the beauty salons, the social status is reversed 
with beauticians from rural areas being superior to customers from urban areas if the 
former have qualifications from Hong Kong. 
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Likewise, hair stylists in Hong Kong need tools to improve their status. In 
Shenzhen's beauty salons, the tool is the approval from Hong Kong on beautician 
qualifications according to Fung (2003). Similarly, Hong Kong hair stylists use Japan 
working environments and training from Japanese hair stylists to improve their status. 
My informant did not explicitly tell me that the customers in Besthair respect him more 
than those in Hong Kong hair salons. However, unquestionably junior hair stylists do 
not have much respect from their customers with the common usage of the belittling 
term saitauzai (洗頭仔，literally little hair washer) in Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, the 
hair stylists working in hair salons are usually of a low education level. People consider 
those who work in salons to be of low social status. Of course, there is a big difference 
in the social status between top hair stylists and junior hair stylists. The term saitauzai 
usually refers to those junior hair stylists who may have just entered this industry and 
are only responsible for washing the hair of the customers. However, informants 
working in a Japanese hair salon did not feel inferior and even became proud of being a 
hair stylist assistant though their customers are usually wealthier than them and are of 
middle class status. This shows that the image of "Japan" in Hong Kong, acts similarly 
to the image of "Hong Kong" in mainland China. That is, "Japan" is superior to Hong 
Kong in the realm of beauty whereas Hong Kong is superior to that of mainland China. 
In short, "Japan" can bring advantages, satisfaction and pride for these informants' 
careers in which they are proud to apply Japanized beauty practices to represent their 
identity or masculinity. 
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4.2,1.2 Fashion designers 
The informants from this group are all graduates from Sena^', a Hong Kong 
governmental organization which offers training courses on fashion. After graduation, 
all of them have entered the fashion industry except one has joined Besthair. The 
answers that I got from the fashion designers are very consistent. As former fashion 
school students and present beauty and fashion industries practitioners, my informants 
need to know what the fashion trends are in order to create clothes that suit the current 
preferences of customers. When they talked about Japanese fashion, they all came to 
the conclusion that Hong Kong fashion is copying Japanese fashion and agreed that 
copying is not good. Though all my informants who belonged to this group had never 
been to Japan and did not know Japanese, they believed that the design and the co-
ordination of clothes in Japan are better than Hong Kong. One of them, Leo, aged 24, 
who is now a graphic and fashion designer working in a trading company, said, 
It seems that Japanese fashion is better and at the same time, somehow seems 
that it's not better. I think Japanese fashion is more concerned with details and 
Japanese people are better at putting an outfit together. Actually, I am not too 
sure about it but I have the feeling that Hong Kong people are following 
Japanese fashion trends. Anyway, copying others is not good. 
Another informant, Mark, aged 20, who is a part time fashion designer, said, 
Japanese fashion is better than Hong Kong fashion. The visual effect of 
Japanese fashion can easily give a strong impression to others. Also, it is always 
Japan leading the fashion trends. Hong Kong will start following the trend after 
the trend is over in Japan. The only difference between past and present is that 
Hong Kong's copying speed is faster now due to the improved technology. 
' 'Sena is the pseudonym I used for the fashion school of the informants so as to protect their identities. 
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James, aged 20, their classmate who now works as a product development assistant in 
the fashion industry also expressed similar ideas. He said, 
There are no specific Japanese fashion styles. Indeed, there are many different 
styles co-existing in Japan while Hong Kong fashions have no style at all. They 
are just following Japanese fashion trends and do not have any individuality. 
The opinion that Japanese fashion is better than Hong Kong fashion shows that 
"Japan" does indeed have some kind of "scent". Unlike Iwabuchi's argument that 
Japan is promoting its culture products using "cultural odourless" methods (1999: 179), 
the "Japanese smell" does indeed have the potential to sell as Iwabuchi said in another 
essay titled "Becoming 'culturally proximate': The A/Scent of Japanese Idol Dramas in 
Taiwan" (2001: 55). According to Iwabuchi (1999), for Japan's cultural products such 
as animation to enter into other Asian markets, they have to first weaken the 
"Japaneseness" of that cultural product so that other Asian markets can allow its import. 
Due to the wartime suffering that Japan has once inflicted on other Asian countries such 
as Korea and China, Japan has had to prove that they are not trying to dominate other 
Asian countries through cultural products by weakening the "Japanese smell" of that 
product. However, this is not true anymore. Instead of covering the "Japanese scent", 
"Japan" has to deliberately spread the Japanese "scent" in the case of Hong Kong 
fashion because Hong Kong people believe that Japanese fashion is better as shown 
from my informants. More ironically, as mentioned in Chapter Three, not Japanese 
fashion magazines, but Hong Kong fashion and gossip magazines are particularly 
promoting the "Japanese scent" in Hong Kong. 
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As I have mentioned in Chapter Three, Nick, the informant who is a part-time 
fashion designer told me that some designs of Japanese fashion brands are indeed 
created by the designers in the wholesales house where he is working. Even though 
Nick clearly understands that Hong Kong people's image of Japanese fashion may be 
just an illusion since it is Hong Kong designers who design some of those fashions, 
Nick still thinks that Japanese fashion is better than Hong Kong fashion. It is because 
though the designs are created by Hong Kong designers, they get inspiration from 
Japanese fashion magazines. Hong Kong designers use the techniques that they learned 
in Hong Kong but create designs that suit Japanese fashion brand's tastes. 
When 1 asked Nick why he thinks that Japanese fashion is better than Hong 
Kong fashion, he told me that it is because Japanese fashion can be more creative. He 
said, "If I am designing clothes for Hong Kong fashion brands, 1 cannot be so creative. 
Hong Kong people's level of acceptance is lower than that of Japanese on fashion”. It 
seems that Japanese fashion represents something that is creative and original whereas 
Hong Kong fashion represents something conventional and is seen as merely copying. 
As Hong Kong fashion is seen as copying in the eyes of my informants, it is no wonder 
that they think that Japanese fashion is superior to Hong Kong fashion. However, even 
though they think Japanese fashion is better, none of them say that they personally like 
Japanese fashion very much. What they emphasize repeatedly is only how they have 
their own dressing styles. "Japaneseness" in their view, is therefore only something that 
they need during work for inspiration to create designs but is not related to their 
personal behavior. However, I found that most of them are not conscious of the 
presence of "Japan" in their beauty practices as I discuss later in this chapter. 
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4.2.2 "Japan’’ as leading fashion trends 
When the informants mention "Japan" during interviews, they generally think 
that Japanese are better at dressing or that Japan's fashion trends are the best in Asia or 
even worldwide. Despite the fact that their knowledge of Japan may only come from 
the media which only shows part of "Japan" as discussed in Chapter Three, they believe 
that anything coming from Japan is better than local products, especially regarding 
fashion and beauty. 
4.2.2.1 To be "cool" means to leam from Japan 
My informants believed that Japan has greatly influenced Hong Kong men's 
hair style and clothing. Also, the meaning of "good" hair styles and "good" mixing and 
matching of clothing referred to the "Japanese" style of hair styles and clothing 
according to my informants. One informant, Alex, a 23-year-old man who works in 
Besthair as a hair salon assistant talked about Hong Kong men's hair style in this way, 
In the past, Hong Kong men did not care about their hair styles at all. However， 
they have many requirements for their hair styles now. For example, they will 
color and perm their hair which is so nice and so "Japanese" in style. 
From the above example, it seems that "nice hair style" is equivalent to "Japanese" style. 
When I asked what is meant by "Japanese" hair style, Alex told me that it basically 
meant that the hair style should be sort of messy in order to create volume and a wild 
feeling. Though other informants could not explain how Japan was influencing Hong 
Kong men's hair styles, they believed that Hong Kong men's hair styles were 
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influenced by Japan and that Hong Kong men's hair styles have changed a great deal 
through out the last decade. Another informant was William, a 24-year-old who 
worked for a European fashion company as an assistant sales supervisor. He said, 
Hong Kong men's hair styles have changed a lot in the past decade and I think it 
is influenced by Japan. Actually, it was difficult to imitate European hair styles 
because the texture of their hair was different from ours. That's why Japanese 
hair styles were more suitable for us. 
The informants also expressed ideas on Hong Kong men's dressing styles. Many 
believed that Japan was influencing Hong Kong men's fashion styles. However, few 
were able to give concrete examples or explanations on the meaning of "Japanese" 
styles of clothing. Nevertheless, from my informants' opinions, two explanations can 
be derived. The first type of Japanese style was to use different accessories to match 
the clothes or to create several layers of clothes on the bodies. That is, one should wear 
more than one piece of clothing with different lengths; usually with the layer 
underneath being longer than the top one, so that the clothes underneath can be seen. 
The second type of Japanese style was a Hong Kong style of "Japanese" fashion. To 
explain it simply, Hong Kong style of Japanese fashion is a kind of fashion that only 
Hong Kong people would think that is "Japanese" style, mainly through purchasing 
Japanese brand clothes. In other words, this "Japanese" style exists in Hong Kong but 
not in Japan. One informant, Victor，aged 21, a university student said: 
Hong Kong men have started to have a Japanese style now... and I thought that 
Japanese style refers to the use of accessories as well as the attention to small 
details, such as pulling up the collar when wearing a polo shirt. 
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Alex, aged 23, the same informant mentioned above who worked in Besthair, also 
expressed similar ideas on how he felt towards the fashion styles of men in Hong Kong. 
He said: 
Hong Kong men were more conscious of their clothes now than in the past ten 
years. In the past, there were no layers and no accessories. But now, they 
would use accessories and were good at mixing and matching clothes. 
While Alex thought that Hong Kong men were fashionable, Ivan, Alex's 28-year-old 
colleague who has been to Japan for four years to study Japanese and beauty held a 
slightly different opinion. He said: 
Hong Kong men's fashion styles are much better now than at the time I went to 
Japan four years ago. At that time, they did not care about matching their 
clothing. They wore glasses, any t-shirt, jeans, sandals or slippers. They are 
much better now and are undeniably copying fashion styles from Japan... In 
Hong Kong, a typical "cool" style for men is navy blue jeans with white t-shirt, 
white sneakers and backpacks. This is already considered to be "cool" for Hong 
Kong men. 
Though the informants agreed that Hong Kong men's clothing styles have improved a 
lot in the past decade, their understanding of Hong Kong men's fashion styles was not 
the same. While Alex thought that Hong Kong men are good at using accessories, as 
well as mixing and matching clothes, Ivan, who had been in contact with Japanese 
fashion for four years in Japan, thought Hong Kong men are still not up to the standard 
one finds in Japan. Thus，the styles that he saw worn by Hong Kong men were only a 
Hong Kong interpretation of Japanese fashion, that is, Japanese fashion created by 
Hong Kong people. 
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The informants' preference for Japanese style also affected their ideal body 
shape. One informant, James, who was a 20-year-old product development assistant in 
the fashion industry, talked about the present situation on Hong Kong men's clothing. 
He said: 
Japanese men like to dress in a very slender way. Now Hong Kong men also 
liked to dress in a very slender way. So it is better to have a thin body with a 
little bit of muscle only. Being muscular is already out-dated. 
Another informant, Gary, an 18-year-old former fashion school student who now works 
at Besthair as a hair salon assistant, expressed the same opinion that men's clothing 
needed to show the slenderness of body shape. Moreover, Leo, a 24-year-old graphic 
and fashion designer, also explained the importance of being thin for Hong Kong men. 
He said: 
The ideal male body shape is to be thin and tall. Having a lot of muscle is not 
trendy anymore. In order to dress nicely, you need to have a thin body because 
many clothing are in the slim cut now. 
Certainly, there were informants who held different opinions from the above 
examples. For instance, Alex, a 23-year-old hair stylist assistant working in Besthair, 
believed that Japanese trend would be out-dated soon. He said: 
The Japanese trend has been influencing Hong Kong's beauty trends for a long 
time already, so it may be the time to change. In the past, the beauty standard 
was that men should be thin. I thought the idea was coming from Japan. 
However, I believe that the coming trend will be the image of mature masculine 
men. Men need to have some muscles as well and I thought this image was 
coming from Korea. The perception that being thin was "cool" may not work 
anymore. 
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Although there were opinions like the above example，most of the informants thought 
that Japan was leading fashion trends in Hong Kong. To conclude, to be a "cool" and 
trendy Hong Kong men, one should have a thin body with little muscle, as well as a 
carefully designed messy hair style with a "Japanese" style of clothing which may refer 
to the use of accessories together with mixing and matching clothes. 
4.2.2.2 Japan is the best 
In this part, I will further discuss how "Japan" is seen as being better than other 
countries by exploring how informants compare fashion and beauty styles in Hong 
Kong, China, Japan，Korea, Europe and America. Their opinions showed that there was 
indeed a hierarchy of fashion and style among different places in which "Japan" ranked 
the top. Brian, aged 20, a hair salon assistant who had been working in a famous Hong 
Kong chain hair salon and now worked in Besthair, said: 
Men in mainland China dress in a very casual way. They just put on anything. 
Korean men's fashion is very casual as well. There are no famous fashion 
brands. Then, for European and American men, I think that their male body 
shapes were very good. Conversely, Japanese men's body shapes are not as 
good as European and American men, so they use clothing to match their bodies 
in order to cover up this physical weakness. So they are very good at dressing 
and good at designing fashion. However, Hong Kong is only good at copying 
Japanese fashion. 
Leo, aged 24, the graphic and fashion designer also expressed similar ideas. He said: 
European and American fashion have no creativity now. In contrast, Japan is 
making new breakthroughs in fashion. Japanese fashion emphasizes details and 
reforming. I think Japanese fashion is doing very well. And Hong Kong men 
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just follow Japanese trends. Then, Chinese people copy Hong Kong men's 
fashion and styles, but they do not know how to match clothing. So they look 
strange and tend to show off. For Korea, as there are not many channels to 
know about them, 1 am not sure. But I believe Korean fashion has a tendency to 
pretend to be high fashion, which I think would be showing off as well. 
Another informant, William, a 24-year-old assistant sales supervisor of a famous 
European fashion brand, also thought that Japanese fashion is better. He said: 
European and American's advantage is that they are taller and have better body 
shapes, so even if they do not care about fashion, they look nicer in clothes. 
Secondly, their clothing style is "casual luxury", which means that they care 
about clothing materials very much, so that their casual style is indeed quite 
expensive. Conversely, Japanese fashion is not so expensive though they are 
also concerned about material. Anyway, the biggest difference between 
Japanese fashion and European fashion is that Japanese fashion is good at the 
cutting of clothing. This has begun to attract Europe's attention. Though Hong 
Kong fashion copies from Japan, personally 1 do not think that there are any 
Hong Kong styles. Hong Kong styles are very common and ordinary whereas 
Chinese do not pay attention to appearance due to different cultural backgrounds. 
For Korea，it seemed that they were experiencing big changes in fashion and 
styles in these few years but it may only be limited to several artists. So, overall, 
Korean fashion is not so good. It may be even worse than Hong Kong. 
From the above opinions, it is easy to see that there is a hierarchy of fashion and 
style. European and American fashion and styles seem to be the origin and represent 
high fashion. My informants also had the impression that men in Europe and America 
have better body shapes than Asian men which meant being tall and muscular. The 
fashion trends in America and Europe then moved to Japan where Japanese processed 
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the trends to make them suitable for Asian's body shapes. They also lowered the prices 
to change it into street fashion. Then, Hong Kong, and sometimes Korea as well, 
copied these fashion trends from Japan. However, Hong Kong men were seen as still 
not good at mixing and matching clothes, so they are not able to dress as "cool" as 
Japanese men. Finally, mainland Chinese are said to copy fashion trends from Hong 
Kong and dress in an exaggerated way which puts them at the bottom, below Europe, 
America, Japan, Korea and Hong Kong. Moreover, according to my informants, 
although Europe and America seemed to be the origin of the fashion trends, Japanese 
fashion was still better since Japan knew how to create cutting and details to fit the body 
shapes of Asian men. 
The above opinions tell us that "Japan" has a variety of meanings. First, from 
the working experiences of people involved in the beauty industry such as hair stylists 
and fashion designers, "Japan" may represent professional knowledge. In order to be 
famous or successful within the beauty industry, these informants need to leam the 
techniques or designs from "Japan" in order to have greater career achievements. 
Second, the informants that 1 have interviewed showed that there is a common belief 
that "Japan" is leading fashion and beauty trends. Thus, "Japan" not only represents 
professionalism, it also represents authority in the realm of men's beauty. If they want 
to become physically attractive, "Japan" can serve as a good example on how they can 
beautify their appearance through Japanized beauty practices. This in turn, can help to 
upgrade these fashionable Hong Kong young men's cultural capital as they think beauty 
is important in the meaning of masculinity. In the next part, I will discuss how "Japan" 
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has influenced the informants' beauty concepts, and how their interpretations of 
masculinity are related to Japanized beauty practices. 
4.3 The influence of "Japan" on men's beauty 
This part is important to the topic of changing masculinity of fashionable Hong 
Kong young men in a sense that "Japan" is closely related to the new meaning of 
masculinity, which holds that men need to care about appearance. In the following, I 
will use the informants' perspectives as examples to show that "Japan" is greatly 
influencing these men's beauty practices and beauty ideals, or in other words, their 
changing masculinity. 
4.3.1 Awareness of Japan 
From the last part, we see that "Japan" is strongly related to men's beauty in 
Hong Kong. Some of the informants are aware of these Japanese influences and 
deliberately choose these Japanized beauty practices. In the following, I will examine 
how some informants are conscious about "Japan" and how "Japan" influences their 
beauty practices. 
4.3.1.1 Hong Kong men who deliberately choose Japanized beauty practices 
4.3.1.1.1 Hong Kong men who have long term experiences in Japan 
Some of the informants have been to Japan to study. I chose to interview men 
who have been to Japan for over a year as I believe their overseas experience can tell 
me more about the difference in fashion and beauty styles between Japan and Hong 
Kong. All five of them agreed that Japan's fashion and beauty styles for men are better 
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than those of Hong Kong. For them, "Japan" represents a place where they can leam 
"cool" fashion styles and beauty practices. Though they may not like Japan as a 
country after living in Japan for a long time"^, they like Japan as a place to provide 
trendy fashion and beauty practices. Some of them told me how they limit their 
Japanized beauty practices after returning to Hong Kong. One example is Ivan. He has 
lived in Japan for four years. He studied Japanese for the first two years in a language 
school and then changed to a beauty school in Tokyo to leam hair styles and make up 
for the remaining two years. After returning to Hong Kong, Ivan deliberately dressed 
less fashionable than he did when he lived in Japan. He said, 
No one cares how you dress in Japan, so I can dress however I want. However, 
the situation is different in Hong Kong. If you are dressing too fashionably, 
everyone will look at you which will make you feel very uneasy. Therefore, 
how I dress depends on where I am. If I was in Japan, I would pay more 
attention to my clothes and dress more fashionably. But in Hong Kong, I do not 
want to dress too fashionably. One particular example is that I would polish my 
nails when I was in Japan but not in Hong Kong because Hong Kong people do 
not accept men polishing their nails, 
Henry also gives the example of nail polishing like Ivan. He has also been to Japan. 
When he was in Japan, he would polish his nails as well but not in Hong Kong since 
Hong Kong people commonly do not accept men polishing their nails. 
These informants' experiences in Japan show that their feelings towards Japan 
and Japanized beauty practices are twofold. Despite the fact that they do not like Japan 
as a society, they like Japanese fashion and beauty practices a great deal. Therefore, 
二 These informants told me that they think Japanese are unwilling to express their opinions. They felt 
that Japanese conform to conventions and rules and they did not like Japan in these areas. 
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they develop discrete feelings towards Japan and its beauty practices. The Japanese 
behavior or Japanese social practices that they dislike do not affect their patterns of 
consuming Japanized beauty practices. "Japan" to them is a kind of commodity. They 
can choose and consume beauty practices from Japan that they like. 
4.3.1.1.2 Band members 
Some of the band members that I interviewed said that they only use Japanized 
beauty practices when they are performing onstage. Some of these band members are 
fans of Japanese rock bands^^ Thus, they are more likely to be influenced by the 
fashion styles of these Japanese rock bands. I found that they only choose Japanized 
beauty practices when on stage. For example, Francis, who works in Besthair and at the 
same time, is an amateur rock band member, said, 
When I go on the stage, I will dress as a visual rock band performer. I can 
accept exaggerated clothing, very thin eyebrows, nail polishing as well as 
makeup. However, all these beauty practices are only acceptable when I am on 
stage. When I get off the stage, I do not want to have very thin eyebrows and 
polished nails. I am just an ordinary person with simple casual wear of t-shirts 
and jeans. 
Tommy, aged 23, another Japanese band fan who is also an amateur rock band member, 
expressed similar ideas about Japanized beauty practices. He says, 
I will tailor the costume that I need on stage according to different themes. In 
order to match the image of the costume and the performance, sometimes I will 
use makeup. The makeup does not necessarily have to be very thick, but I can 
accept eyeliners，eye shadows, eyebrow trimming and also nail polishing. 
231 refer to visual rock bands. These rock bands wear heavy makeup and punk style costume. One 
famous Japanese visual rock band is X Japan. 
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However, I would not apply make up nor polish my nails when off stage. It is 
because these are the beauty practices that others cannot accept, though I can. If 
you apply makeup or polish your nails and walk on the streets, you will be 
discriminated against. 
My informants' responses show that as the bands that they love also wear 
makeup and special costumes when onstage, they also accept these beauty practices 
when onstage. However, it also shows that due to personal preference and 
consciousness of others' gaze, they will not continue these beauty practices when 
offstage. It suggests that they only choose Japanized beauty practices when they feel 
there is a need, that is, when onstage to perform their music. No matter how much they 
are influenced by their visual rock band idols, these beauty acts are only a choice for 
onstage. 
4.3.1.2 "Japan" offers an alternative 
As shown from the above opinions, these informants deliberately choose the 
Japanized beauty practices to use on particular occasions. "Japan" to them represents 
beauty commodities that they can choose where and when to consume. This is similar 
to what Mathews said about the global "cultural supermarket" (2000). 
According to Mathews, the global "cultural supermarket" is a level of life at 
which people can "freely pick and choose the ideas they want to live by" (2000: 15). It 
means that people can choose whatever information and identities they like from the 
"cultural supermarket". However, as Hong Kong people do not accept styles that are 
too fashionable, these informants have limited their Japanized beauty practices or only 
applied these Japanized beauty practices when onstage. Globalization represents the 
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market, and provides different cultural identities for people to choose (Mathews 2000). 
In this case, Japanized beauty practices offered by different types of magazines as 
mentioned in Chapter Three and other mediums like overseas exchange experiences and 
Japanese music all contribute to create another fashionable and attractive lifestyle for 
Hong Kong men to choose. 
Thus, "Japan" becomes a manifest alternative in men's beauty for some Hong 
Kong men who deliberately choose to consume these beauty and fashion styles. 
4.3.2 Taken-for-Granted Japanese Influences 
While some informants are deliberately choosing the Japanese beauty practices 
that they like, most of the informants take Japanese influences for granted. This can be 
seen from their responses that they think they are not influenced by Japan. However, 
most of them are unaware of the influences. To begin with, I will first present their 
replies, then investigate how they take for granted Japanese influences on their beauty 
practices. 
4.3.2.1 The daily beauty practices: Japanese influences are invisible 
We have seen that Hong Kong men had a common belief that Japanese fashion 
and styles are considered cool and trendy in Hong Kong and have shown great interest 
in Japanese fashion and styles. However, they actually did not practice Japanese styles 
according to what my informants told me about their usual daily beauty practices. In 
this part, I will discuss their daily personal behavior on beauty practices. 
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4.3.2.1.1 No "Japanese" hair style 
First of all, many of my informants have mentioned hair style when taking about 
Hong Kong men's common beliefs about beauty. They believed that hair style was 
influenced by Japan and that "Japanese hair style" is a carefully designed messy hair 
style. However, when I asked how they take care of their hair styles, most of them said 
they were not greatly concerned about it. Even some of the hair salon assistants that I 
interviewed claimed that they did not care much about their hair styles outside of work. 
For example, Edward, aged 18, who worked in Besthair for almost three years and had 
been working at another Hong Kong hair salon before Besthair as a hair salon assistant, 
said: 
I paid a lot of attention on my hair style as I was a hair stylist. But if I was in a 
hurry, I would just put on a cap to cover up my hair. When I put on my cap, I 
would not feel uncomfortable even if my hair were not yet set. Also, I do not 
have a particular preference on my hair style. When I need to have a hair cut, I 
either check the Japanese hair style magazines or just let other hair stylists 
design a hair style for me. 
Edward said that he did not have a particular preference regarding hair style, but his hair 
style followed Japanese hair style magazines or was decided by other hair stylists who 
worked in Besthair. We cannot say that there is no Japanese influence on his hair style. 
Rather, he is saying the he has no particular preference on hair style as long as it is a 
kind of "Japanese" style. 
Moreover, many of my other informants said that they indeed do not spend 
much time on their hair. Leo, a 24-year-old graphic and fashion designer, said: 
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I think Hong Kong men's consciousness towards beauty has improved a lot. It 
is particularly obvious that many people gel their hair now. But for myself, I 
want my hair to be beautiful even if I did not gel it and it should look even better 
when I gel it. Also, it should not cover my ears. I do not have special 
preferences on hair salons. But when I need to go out for special functions, I 
would go to Japanese hair salons to let hair stylists there set my hair for me 
because they are better at styling hair than hair stylists working in Hong Kong 
hair salons. 
Leo's hair is quite short and his hair stands outward naturally. The hair style required 
very little styling. He also did not dye his hair. This hair style was indeed quite 
different from the image of Japanese hair style expressed from the informants that I 
have interviewed as it was not messy and had no volume at all. Again, Leo mentioned 
that he did not have special preferences. However, on occasions when he needs to look 
nicer than normal days, he will turn to "Japanese hair salons" for help. This means his 
hair style is also influenced by Japanese styles. From his reply, we can see that firstly, 
he did not realize that he was influenced by "Japan" if I did not ask him to clearly 
describe his beauty practices. Secondly, he considers "Japanese" way of hair styling as 
a better beauty style than that of Hong Kong. 
4.3.2.1.2 No "Japanese" clothing styles 
Many informants mentioned that Japanese style of clothing is better and would 
makes one look "cool". However, when I asked about their consuming pattern, the 
picture was different. They did not seem to be influenced by "Japan" much. Instead, 
some of them mentioned the importance of expressing personality using fashion. For 
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example, Mark, a 20-year-old assistant merchandiser as well as a part time fashion 
designer, said: 
Hong Kong men are now blindly following fashion trends from Japan. For 
myself, I want to express my character through clothing, so I will choose fashion 
brands (he has given some examples which are local brands but copying Japan's 
trends) that consist of more detailed designs. However, as the fashion brands 
that I used to buy do not fit my style now, I seldom buy clothes now. Instead, I 
try to mix and match the clothes that I already have to create style that fits me. 
Mark did not realize that though the fashion brands that he gave as examples are local 
brands, they are famous for copying Japanese brand designs. The fashion brands that 
Mark named happen to be the same local brands that Nick"^ mentioned to me as some 
local brands which copy Japanese brand designs. Another informant, James, aged 20, 
who worked as product development assistant in the fashion industry, told me that he 
thought Japanese men like to emphasize slenderness in their dress. He also believed 
that the phenomenon of Hong Kong men dressing in a slim way was due to the slim 
styles from Japan. However, when I asked about his personal beauty practices, he said: 
I liked to dress in a very slender way. That is, the clothes should fit my body 
shape. Thus, I like slim cut clothing very much. I learned this fashion style 
from fashion magazines which introduced fashion in places like Paris or New 
York. I also read Japanese fashion magazines, but few, not many. If someone 
thought that I dress in a Japanese way, I would not agree. Instead, I wanted to 
ask that person why he had such a feeling. 
24 Nick is the informant who told me that some of the fashion brands bought the designs created by Hong 
Kong designers. I have mentioned him in both Chapters Three and Four. 
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It showed that he resisted admitting that he himself also adopted fashion styles from 
Japan. However, from the way he explained to me that slim cut fashion was coming 
from Japan, as well as his fashion preference was slim cut styles, it is difficult to believe 
that his fashion style was not inspired by the Japanese fashion styles that he mentioned. 
Nick, aged 18，who also worked as a part-time designer, similarly denied that he 
dressed in Japanese fashion styles. He said: 
In the past, I thought that I dressed in a Japanese style, but not now. I like to 
dress all in black now... Hong Kong people think that Japanese style is all in 
black due to fashion brands like Undercover as well as Japanese fashion 
magazines like Men 's non-no. But in fact, I thought my dressing style was a 
kind of Hong Kong style. 
Though Nick did not think that he was dressing in a Japanese style, it seems that he 
deliberately created a fashion style which fitted Hong Kong people's image of Japanese 
style. 
4.3.2.2 “Japan’，mixes with Hong Kong 
The above examples show that the informants have taken for granted the ways 
that "Japan" has influenced their beauty practices. They thought that they have created 
their own identities through fashion and beauty. However, they are only confined to the 
cultural products available in the "cultural supermarket"'^. Different beauty practices 
are available through globalization in Hong Kong. This has led people to think that 
" T h i s term is borrowed from Mathews, Gordon. 2000. "On the Meanings of Culture." In Global 
Culture/Individual Identity: Searching for Home in the Cultural Supermarket, pp. 1-23. London: 
Routledge. 
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they are free to choose their own identities. However, the so-called identities or life 
styles or cultural products have now mixed together. 
As I have mentioned in Chapter Three, the magazines available in Hong Kong 
have provided abundant information on beauty and fashion styles from "Japan". 
However, these Japanese beauty practices are only showing part of "Japan" as shown in 
Japanese male fashion magazines or Hong Kong style of "Japan" as shown in local 
youth and gossip magazines since the Japanese fashion being introduced in these 
magazines are mainly coming from big cities in Japan like Tokyo or Osaka. This 
"Japanese information" on men's beauty is so abundant that people may not be aware 
that it is "Japanese". For example, the purposely messy hair style for men is considered 
to be a trendy hair style in Hong Kong. Many Hong Kong men adopt this hair style. 
However, why is it considered to be trendy? Who determines what is trendy? Even 
those who practice this hair style may not know why they choose this hair style as well. 
They may only think that this hair style is good for him or this is a good looking hair 
style. However, they seldom realize that they think this hair style is trendy because 
many Japanese apply this hair style, too. They may apply this hair style due to the 
recommendation of a Hong Kong hair stylist or it may be they copied from a magazine. 
However, they may not know that they are copying a Japanese hair style as they believe 
that a Japanese hair style is a guarantee of trendy-ness. This is an example of the 
prevalence of Japanese cultural products in Hong Kong which conversely makes some 
Hong Kong men take for granted the existence of these Japanized beauty practices and 
become unaware of them. 
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Thus, these Hong Kong men are indeed influenced by "Japan". They have 
become accustomed to Japanese beauty practices and take for granted the existence of 
"Japan" in beauty practices. They automatically turn to Japanized beauty practices 
without noticing that these practices are Japanese. The meaning of masculinity to these 
young men, therefore, may mean Japanized beauty styles without awareness. 
4.3.3 Special cases 
So far, we have seen informants who deliberately choose Japanized beauty 
practices and who are unaware of the Japanese influences on men's beauty practices. 
But there are exceptions among the informants that I have interviewed. Some of them 
do not like Japanized beauty practices though they agreed that Japanized beauty 
practices are cool and trendy. For example, Sam, a 19-year-old student who has played 
in two bands, one being a church band, the other being a band organized by a youth 
centre, frankly admitted that he has bias against Japan and does not like Japanese bands. 
He said, 
I do not like Japan because Japan always copies other countries' culture and 
then glorifies it which 1 think is not so good. At the same time, I also hate those 
who blindly follow Japan's trends. Japanese bands always present bad examples 
to teenagers onstage such as smoking, drinking and taking drugs. Also, their 
appearance is very strange. For example, they will gel their hair so that their 
hair turn extraordinarily upward and they pierce their bodies everywhere. 
Japanese music is good, but not their appearance. To put aside all this, 1 agree 
that Japan may be leading the whole world in terms of trends and Hong Kong is 
copying from Japan. 
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Another informant, Jack, aged 19, who works in a bakery making cakes, does not like 
Japanese fashion. He said， 
Japan is a country that likes to copy others, like with cars and electronic 
appliances. But they are very smart and very fashionable. I agree that Japan is 
trendier than Hong Kong and that Hong Kong is following Japan and American 
fashion trends... Personally I think that Hong Kong fashion is better though I do 
not think that there are any Hong Kong styles' of fashion. I am not a trendy 
person, so I do not want to be too exaggerated on clothing. Thus, I like Hong 
Kong fashion more. 
While these informants reject Japanized beauty practices, some informants totally 
support Japanized beauty practices. They are not just deliberately choosing Japanized 
beauty practices, but are crazy about Japanized beauty practices. For instance, Victor, a 
21-year-old university student said: 
I read magazines for reference on my appearance. I read Japanese magazines 
like Smart, Taiwanese magazines like M's and Hong Kong magazines like 
Esquire. 1 read these magazines because they talk about smart casual dressing 
styles which are the styles that I like. And I think Japanese style means smart 
casual styles. 
Victor admits that he likes Japanese fashion very much. Also, he is known among his 
friends to be heavily addicted to fashion and beauty practices. For example, he would 
use two hours to beautify his appearance before going out which makes him late every 
time. Although it was a hot day at the end of June when I interviewed him, he wore a 
long-sleeve jacket. I could not understand how he could stand wearing a long sleeve 
jacket in such hot weather. But later on, I found out the long sleeve jacket is the 
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Japanese smart casual style that he likes. Thus, he needs to wear that jacket even 
though the weather is absolutely not suitable for this kind of clothing. 
4.4 Abandonment of Japanized beauty practices 
The target group in this thesis is fashionable young Hong Kong men. The 
majority of the informants have shown their interest in Japanized beauty practices and 
admitted that there is a need for men to become beautiful. However, some informants 
abandoned beauty as they aged. They think that beauty is not necessary for men when 
they become older. For example, Ryan, a 40-year-old music teacher told me that 
Japanese fashion is only targeted to young people. Someone like him in forties is not 
able to wear Japanese fashion. Ryan also told me that he would rather buy European 
fashion brand clothes because the quality is better and such styles are more mature than 
Japanese fashion. Beauty to him means keeping clean and tidy. 
Henry also expressed the idea that he became less concerned about appearance 
since turning 26. He is a 27-year-old hair stylist assistant in Besthair. He said. 
When I was only 19 or 20 years old, I really followed exactly what was shown 
in the Japanese fashion magazines. If someone told me that my style was very 
"Japanese", I would be very happy but I would not be that happy if I heard this 
comment now. In the past, I dressed to attract other's attention. But now, as I 
have gotten older, 1 dress and care for my appearance for the sake of tidiness 
only. 
These opinions suggested that some Hong Kong men will become less concerned about 
appearance when getting older. They once used beauty to create their own identity. 
However, as they age, they discover that career is more important and their sense of 
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responsibility has increased. One's beautiful appearance is no longer enough to build 
up one's basic worth or self esteem. These informants have not provided me with an 
explanation regarding why they become less fashion conscious. They just told me how 
their beauty ideals and beauty practices changed as time passed. Perhaps they have not 
thought about it as well. However, Ryan told me that the majority of his salary is spent 
on a house loan and cars. Also, he very much enjoys playing band music. Thus, beauty 
has become less important as family and hobby have become his top priorities in his life. 
Likewise, Henry repeatedly mentioned that he treasures his career as a hair stylist very 
much. It suggests that career, rather than beauty, has become his top priority. 
In short, family and career may become more important when Hong Kong men 
enter middle age. I think this is related to the dominant masculinity notion in Hong 
Kong in which men are valued by their career achievement and family contributions. 
As they enter middle age, Hong Kong men who once used beauty to identify their 
"basic worth" have turned to value their career and family. 
4.5 Conclusion: "Japan" represents a temporarily attractive life for men 
"Japan", for some fashionable Hong Kong young men, represents a fine 
example of how to modify men's appearance. Referring to Chapter Three, some 
magazines have clear instructions teaching men to become beautiful using Japanized 
beauty practices. The Japanese models shown in magazines provide a whole new idea 
about how to live a good and attractive life for men. Additionally, with the clear 
instructions in the magazines, these Hong Kong young men leam to imitate these 
lifestyles. We have seen how they rely on "Japan" to create their identities in this 
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chapter. They think they can change their own life through imitating the men's images 
shown in magazines. However，as they get older, they discover that by simply 
emphasizing on their appearance is not going to bring them wealth. Therefore, they go 
back to the dominant notion of masculinity and emphasize career and family like the 
majority of Hong Kong men. The cultural capital they once created for themselves is 
unable to lead them to mainstream success. 
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Chapter Five: Negotiation with Women: Fashionable Hong Kong Young Men's 
Beauty Ideals 
5.1 Introduction 
Women's bodies have been said to be sites of construction to please men 
(Conboy，Medina and Stanbury 1997). However, I suggest in this chapter that Hong 
Kong men's bodies are made to please women. My main argument is that the 
masculinity of the men I interviewed is shaped by women's expectations of men. I will 
examine how Hong Kong men feel about women's views and how they change their 
beauty practices in response to women's opinions. Through this investigation, I hope to 
challenge the concept that only women are forced to alter their bodies to conform to 
their societies' expectations. Men also face the pressures to conform to beauty 
standards. 
This idea is important in understanding the meanings of changing masculinity in 
Hong Kong. When men face pressure to conform to beauty standards set by women, 
they are at the same time adding new meanings to the dominant notion of masculinity. 
Men used to be only evaluated through their career achievements and earning abilities. 
However, the concern about physical attractiveness for men is becoming increasing 
significant with the increasingly harsh beauty standards set by women. The importance 
of women's opinions can be seen in the interviews that I conducted. Thus, women's 
opinions about men's beauty practices may not be a factor or a cause for men to become 
beautiful, but these opinions strongly affect men's concepts of physical attractiveness. 
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In the first part, 1 will examine how the male beauty contest that I examined in 
Chapter Two openly invites women's "gaze". Then I will discuss magazines which 
show how men's bodies are shaped to satisfy women's desires. Next, I will use the 
informants' comments on how they respect their mothers' and girlfriends' opinions 
regarding beauty practices to illustrate that men's bodies are also shaped by women's 
“gaze,’. 
5.2 Women's "gaze" in the male beauty contest 
In Chapter Two, I examined a male beauty contest held by a major TV channel 
in 2005. 500 openly recruited female judges were used in this beauty contest. The TV 
program was broadcast live. The male beauty contest not only showed the stereotypes 
of Hong Kong men's images as discussed in Chapter Two, it also showed power 
relationships in which men are freely gazed upon by women. 
The ability to "gaze" represents power. In order to "normalize" this "gaze", 
technologies such as "telescope, the lens, and the light beam，，were invented (Foucault 
1984: 189). These technologies have made people take for granted the existence of 
power. These technologies became "eyes that must see without being seen" (Foucault 
1984: 189). The male beauty contest was a live show fully recorded to allow not only 
the female judges in the audience but also the audience at home to "gaze" upon the 
whole show. In this way, technology, that is, the video cameras and the whole 
television broadcast station were actually the embodiment of power through technology. 
In contrast to Foucault's knowledge/power relationships in which people under 
surveillance are unaware of the "gaze" (1984), the people under surveillance, that is, the 
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competitors in this case, were all aware of the existence of the TV cameras. Foucault 
suggested that people do not notice that they are being observed which meant that they 
are not aware of existence of power (1984). However, the competitors were actually 
delighted to be observed in the beauty contest. These men were aware of the "power" 
and wanted to be observed by this "power". 
As discussed in the literature review in Chapter One, critics have been focusing 
on how women have been gazed upon by men. de Beauvoir says, "...the absence of her 
lover is always torture; he is an eye, a judge...away from him, she is dispossessed, at 
once of herself and of the world." (Bordo 1999:172, quoting de Beauvoir). Women are 
generally under surveillance of men. Men are usually the judges. However, in the male 
beauty contest, the situation is reversed. Women are the judge of men. Thus, men in 
this beauty contest need to modify their bodies through “diet, makeup, and dress" as 
women have done, according to previous studies (Bordo 1997:91). To further please 
the female judges, the male competitors openly displayed an erotic style through 
wearing the swimming trunks to let women judges to gaze upon them as long as they 
like. Thus, this male beauty contest represents a reversal of power relations between 
men and women through the action of the "gaze". 
5.3 The use of women in encouraging men's beauty in Hong Kong magazines 
"Women's gaze" can also be seen in the magazines that 1 have examined in 
Chapter Three. Through these magazines, we can see that similar methods mentioned 
by Bordo (1999) and Miller (2003) are being used in the advertisements or magazine 
articles to display men's bodies. 
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For instance, Bordo has discussed the use of almost naked male models in 
printed advertisements in magazines in America (1999). Likewise, many of the 
magazines I have examined contain advertisements with almost naked male models. 
For example, in Men's UNO^^ (March 2006), a magazine published in Hong Kong, 
fashion brands like Dolce & Gabbana and Zegna use half naked male models in their 
advertisements. These advertisements are international advertisements used worldwide. 
The models are Westerners. The Dolce & Gabbana，s advertisement is a two full page 
advertisement in which five men are featured. Four of them are standing whereas one is 
sitting on the left hand side of the advertisement. Among the five male models, three 
are fully clothed and they are put on the two sides of the advertisement. The remaining 
two models are situated approximately in the centre with one standing in the front and 
the other is standing at the back. The one standing at the back is wearing a pair of 
trousers and is taking off his shirt, so that his shirt is only hanging on his arm and he is 
naked from the waist up. He is not looking at the camera and seems to be looking far 
away. The one standing in the front is wearing a long sleeve black t-shirt. His trousers 
are pulled down to the knees and so he actually only wears his underwear. Moreover, 
his underwear is white in color which stands out from the others whose clothes are 
mainly black in color. Thus, it is easy to direct the reader's attention to his underwear, 
or frankly speaking, his sex organ. This man is the only one who faces the camera in 
this advertisement. However, he is not looking at the camera in a challenging way. 
Instead, he looks gentle and soft which seems to suggest that it is fine to look at his 
body as long as you like. 
26 Men ’s UNO has both Hong Kong and Taiwan versions. It targets male readers and features articles on 
fashion, travel, living styles and cuisine. This magazine costs thirty-five Hong Kong dollars. 
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Zegna's advertisement in the same magazine also uses half naked models. 
Again, this one is also a two full-page advertisement. On each page, a Western male 
model is standing at the centre. The two models featured on each page are actually the 
same person. They are wearing the same outfit but are in different postures. So the two 
page advertisement acts like a continuous photo of a man taking off his clothes. On the 
first page of the advertisement, the man is taking off his t-shirt, thus showing his flat 
belly. He is facing the camera with a calm facial expression. On the second page, his t-
shirt has been removed over his head but is still not yet totally removed. Thus, the t-
shirt is still covering most of his body and only his flat belly and a small part of his right 
shoulder are shown. However, the man is not facing the camera this time. He is closing 
his eyes and smiling. Like the previous advertisement, the male model in this 
advertisement is shown in a subordinated manner so that he seems to be harmless and 
obedient. 
These two advertisements are similar to Bordo's (1999) description of the 
advertisements in America as Bordo claimed that the models in those advertisements 
were inviting the audience's gaze using exposure of their bodies and subordinated facial 
expressions (1999). Therefore, it is possible to say that men in Hong Kong's magazines 
or advertisements are portrayed to be inviting surveillance from others. From these 
examples, we can see that men are no longer the overall superiors. They are taking up a 
less aggressive position than before in that they want to be gazed upon by others. 
Nevertheless, the use of fully dressed male models in Hong Kong magazines 
still outnumbers the half-naked or fully naked male models. The use of subordinated 
gestures on male models however can be easily found in other advertisements. For 
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example, a fashion advertisement features a Japanese male model^^ in a Hong Kong 
lifestyle magazine named HIM (Nov 2005). In the advertisement, the man is in full 
dress and is put at the centre of the advertisement. The advertisement only shows the 
upper part of the model. He is facing upward but his eyes are closed. Again, he looks 
very gentle and harmless. Indeed, his facial expression is the same as the 
advertisements that I have just examined. Thus, the main point here is not whether or 
not the men are naked in the advertisements. Instead, the focus is on men's postures 
and gestures in which they express a subordinated feeling that previously has been 
identified with females. 
We proceed now to how magazines in Hong Kong use women to convince men 
that they need to become beautiful. When magazine articles try to convince men that 
they need to do certain things, "women like it" is commonly given as a reason. For 
instance, a section called "Reset the hair style" in Men 's Beauty (Spring/ Summer 2006) 
states in the beginning that a good hair style can help men to attract women. It says, 
"...the hair styles of trendy men can also be changing constantly, making women crazy 
about your continuously changing handsome styles!". After this subheading, the 
section teaches men how to set their own hair using different hair styling products and 
tools. The sections use several male models with different hair styles as samples. The 
process of setting their hair is photographed as well. This section conveys a message 
that women like men who can set their hair into different styles. 
Another section called "Treasure Fragrance" in the same magazine again 
suggests the importance of women's opinions. In order to let the male readers realize 
the importance of using cologne, this magazine article said that women like men with a 
” The male model used in this advertisement is a Japanese male artist. 
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pleasant smell. It says, “Being masculine is not being smelly. On top of being clean, if 
young men can add a little bit of unique pleasant smell, it will help you to improve your 
human relations. However... it is wrong to use excessive fragrance. Those who can 
apply the right amount are the ones who are more likely to gain women's attentions!". 
Then, the section uses the remaining four pages to introduce the shops, prices and smell 
of different colognes. 
In addition, in the Hong Kong magazine HIM (Nov 2005), the section called 
"Be a handsome man" also uses women as a reason to convince men that they need to 
pay attention to their appearance. It says, "it is impossible not to take care of your 
appearance when you need to attend important meetings or need to date the one you like. 
Actually, in five minutes, you can become a handsome boy and redeem your self 
esteem". Again, this section introduces different facial cleansing, shaving and hair 
styling products. It seems to suggest that in order to date women, men to need to have 
smooth and hairless skin as well as a good hair style. 
Indeed, these three magazine articles all echo Miller's (2003) findings on 
magazines in Japan. In Miller's research, she concluded that women are driving men to 
consider what beauty practices they should adopt (2003). Especially in magazines, the 
display of women's opinions on men's appearance are shown to act as evidence that 
certain beauty practices are necessary for men. The magazines in Hong Kong also tend 
to suggest to Hong Kong men that when taking care of their appearance, it is necessary 
to consider women's opinions or tastes. 
However, what do women actually want men to look like? A section called 
“You look like a million-dollar man" in Men 's Beauty (Spring/ Summer 2006) may give 
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a clue on women's expectation on men. "You look like a million-dollar man" claims to 
be a letter written to all men from a woman who is a beauty director (美容糸恩監）of a 
certain magazine. In this letter, the writer pretends that she is writing to her lover. In 
the letter, the writer lists the basic requirements on men's appearance that she hopes 
men can consider. Basically, the writer lists four requirements which are that men 
should consider going to beauty salons or spas. Men can also use some cosmetics such 
as cologne. Moreover, men should use grooming products to keep their skin in good 
condition, that is, the skin should be smooth, oil-free and with no wrinkles. Lastly, men 
should keep a good body shape, that is, they should not be fat. This passage is 
interesting in a sense that the requirements that the female writer states matches with the 
requirements that Conboy, Medina and Stanbury has listed for women to please men in 
their discussion of women and body. As I have mentioned Chapter One, Conboy, 
Medina and Stanbury claimed that women need to pay attention to fashion, keep good 
care of their skin and hair, and control their weight as well as resist aging (1997). 
Ironically, all these requirements are now imposed on men by women according to 
recent advertisements and magazines articles. Men are also judged by similar standards 
that were originally used to view women, at least according to these magazine articles. 
Though this female writer did not mentioned that men need to pay attention to 
fashion, we can see this expectation from other magazines. In a magazine called Friday 
(May 2006), a section on men's style uses the heading "Honey, behave yourself!" to 
begin the column. This section is a four-page column to introduce men's fashion. On 
each page, there is a photograph in the centre featuring the male model's daily activities. 
Underneath the picture are the prices and shops where one can buy the clothes he is 
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wearing. The daily activities that the male model is pictured doing are cutting his nails, 
reading books, eating and drinking. From this magazine article, it seems to suggest that 
men need to care about what they are wearing at all times. Even though they are just 
cutting their nails, they should pay attention to fashion. The second message is that 
women are observing men's behavior as well as appearance. The heading "Honey, 
behave yourself!" lets readers associate this with a conversation in which a woman 
speaks to her boyfriend or husband. 
While magazines show that women are judging and controlling men's choices 
on appearance and style in Hong Kong's magazines, women are actually searching for 
something more from men. In Lunsing's examination of the dating relationships 
between men and women in Japan, we can see that women also expect men to have 
money (2000). Lunsing says, "[mjoney plays a major role in heterosexual relationships 
as well... usually the man, is expected to pay for dinners,... Men are expected to buy 
presents for their girlfriends in order to prove their love" (2000:177). In a marriage 
relationship, a man's economic status is important for a woman. According to Lunsing, 
a husband needs to be tall, have "high educational achievements" and "a high-status 
occupation" (2000:182). Since men with high education levels and high-status 
occupations are more likely to have higher salary, women can therefore ensure that their 
life after marriage is more likely to be economically supported. Lunsing's discussion is 
about Japanese women's opinion of boyfriends and husbands. These women's opinions 
matched with the dominant masculinity notion discussed in Chapter Two. Indeed, some 
of Hong Kong men 1 interviewed said that men's economic status is an important point 
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to attract women. At the same time, Hong Kong women are expecting Hong Kong men 
to take care of their appearance as well. 
5.4 Hong Kong men's masculinity: we listen and obey women's orders 
As mentioned in the last section, some of the informants that I interviewed think 
that men with money are better able to attract women. Among the 25 informants, six 
have expressed this opinion. When asked what they think is attractive in the eyes of 
women, 17 of them believed that appearance is the most important factor. Another 
three said that they believed that their career and economic status are more important 
than appearance while another three believed that appearance and money are equally 
important. The remaining two believed that both appearance and money are not 
important criteria to attract women. 
This statistic is surprising in that 80 percent of the informants believed that 
appearance is important in attracting women. Though money as a factor is relatively 
less important when compared with appearance, nearly 25 percent believe that money is 
most important in attracting women. To have a deeper understanding, let us consider 
what my informants said about their concerns. 
Ken is a 34-year-old hair stylist who has worked at Besthair for over 10 years. 
When I asked whether he thinks appearance is an important factor in attracting women, 
he says, 
A good appearance is only good for your social life...when you really engage in 
a relationship with a woman, I think personality and a successful career are more 
important than appearance. 
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Indeed, Ken's answer reflects that of the other informants who also think that money is 
important. The other informants are still in their late teens or twenties and their life 
experiences may not be as rich as Ken, but their opinions are related to Ken's opinions. 
For example，Alex, a 23-year-old hair stylist assistant in Besthair believed that both 
appearance and career are important when women consider men as a life long partners. 
He says, 
Appearance is important. But when you get older, the importance of appearance 
will decrease. Instead, the importance of having a good career will increase. 
As Alex is still in his early twenties, he may still think that appearance is important. 
However, he already foresees that a man needs to have a good career which will ensure 
that he has money. Other informants did not use age, but used men's social roles to 
distinguish whether appearance or career is a more important factor to attract women. 
For instance, Gary, an 18-year-old former fashion school student, says, 
If you are still a student, then maybe you just need to look smart. Then you are 
good enough to date girls. But if you are working already, then it is better to 
look mature. That is, you need to look nice and at the same time, you need to 
have money. 
Another informant, Oscar, also expressed the same idea. He is a 25-year-old 
salesperson in a Japanese enterprise. He says, 
To become popular among girls, appearance will do when you are a student. 
For working people, economic status and personalities are more important. 
Alex, Gary and Oscar are younger than Ken. But their opinions all show that they 
believe that when one gets older, career success will become more important than 
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appearance in attracting women. Ken, as a man in thirties, which is probably the 
"older" ages that the other three informants are referring to, admitted that a man's 
successful career is important for women. 
In Chapter Three, we have seen that men's lifestyle magazines presented the 
message that men need to have excess money, that is, they need to at least have middle-
class or white-collar work, before they can take care of their appearance as making 
oneself handsome requires money. But from the informants' opinion, we see the 
opposite. Regardless of whether you have money or not, men need to pay attention to 
appearance first. Then, when one gets richer, the need to rely on appearance to attract 
women will decrease. 
Nevertheless, 80 percent of the informants replied that they think appearance is 
important in attracting women. Some of them told me that they started to become 
conscious of their appearance because they want to have girlfriends. For instance, 
Tommy, a 23-year-old amateur band member who works in a famous Japanese 
corporation, says, 
I started to pay attention to my appearance when I was a Form Three or Four 
student. It is because I wanted to make friends with girls. Therefore, when I 
went out, 1 started to notice clothes more. 
Ryan, the 40-year-old band teacher, also expressed the same idea. He said, "I started to 
take care of my appearance when I was twenty-four for the sake of a girl. I wanted to 
impress her". Edward, a 21-year-old hair salon assistant at Besthair had similar 
opinions. He says, 
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When I was a Form Two student, 1 started to become conscious of my 
appearance because I had a girlfriend and she knew a lot of brands which made 
me start caring about my appearance as well. 
Ivan, a 28-year-old hair salon assistant at Besthair says, 
I started to care about my appearance from about Form Four because 1 wanted to 
have girlfriends. At that time, when 1 saw my rivals were so handsome, it was 
natural for me to make myself more attractive as well. 
While these informants used their appearance to attract women, those who 
already had girlfriends said that their respect of their girlfriends or avoidance of trouble 
made them follow women's orders on how to dress and where to buy clothes. For 
instance, Carl, a 21-year-old university student said, 
If I dress too casually, my girlfriend will scold me. I usually go shopping with 
my girlfriend, so that she can give me advice on what to buy. Also, I have tried 
having a facial once which was done by my girlfriend. By the way, I want to try 
sin min (a traditional method to get rid of facial hair using thread) as my 
girlfriend thinks that I have a lot of facial hair，and I want to get rid of it. 
Another example is Eric. He is a 26-year-old amateur band member who works full 
time as a clerk. He told me that he cannot buy his clothes on his own. His girlfriend 
would force him to buy his clothes together with her. This kind of reply was not rare. 
For example, Ivan, a 28-year-old hair salon assistant at Besthair, also respects his 
girlfriend's opinion very much. He says, 
My mother and my girlfriend buy clothes for me. 1 will wear whatever they buy. 
Though they may buy clothes that I do not like, I will use accessories and 
mixing and matching of clothing to change those clothes to match my own style. 
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Some informants have also referred to their respect of mother or other female family 
member's choices in beauty products. For example, Alex, Edward and Victor also told 
me that they use the facial cleansing products that their mothers or sisters bought for 
them. Moreover, Tommy, a 23-year-oId amateur band member who works for a 
Japanese enterprise told me that he has facial treatments as his mother recommends him 
to do so. Moreover, as his mother is a nail beautician, he will let his mother beautify his 
nails as well. 
The above opinions from my informants clearly show the respect or fear of 
women among some men in Hong Kong. At the same time, these examples also show 
that women are an important factor in the process of pushing men to realize the need to 
become beautiful. One considerable reason for the respect or fear of women is women's 
improving social status. As women's status has improved in postindustrial societies， 
they are "in a position in which they can make demands and place expectations on the 
appearance and bodies of the opposite sex" (Dotson 1999:3). 
In Hong Kong, women have high levels of education and relatively high rates of 
workforce participation. According to the monthly digest of statistics published by the 
Hong Kong Government, women who have attended secondary or above education 
have increased from 57.2 percent to 67.4 percent from 1991 to 2001. In 2001, 15.1 
percent of women have attended tertiary education'^. Moreover, women's workforce 
participation proportion has continued to increase while men's workforce participation 
has been decreasing in the past decade. According to Hong Kong government statistics 
28 This is obtained from the website of the Census and Statistics Department of the Government of the 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, 
http ://www. censtatd. gov.hk/Fil eM anager/TC/ Content_41 /worn en_m en.pdf 
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published in 2006~^, 52.4 percent of women while 69.2 percent of men are involved in 
the workforce. Though the participation rate of men is still higher than that of women, 
over half of women in Hong Kong now go out to work. In Hong Kong where equal pay 
for equal work is promoted, women are becoming more independent. Therefore, when 
they choose boyfriends or husbands, although the ability to earn money is still important, 
other criteria such as men's personality or appearance has also become more important. 
Thus, if men want to have a girlfriend or a wife, they have to satisfy women's desire or 
requirement on men's physical appearance. This is supported by the informants who 
listen to women on what to wear and how to take care of their appearance. 
5.5 Conclusion: Fashionable Hong Kong young men's beauty practices are 
influenced by women 
This chapter starts with the examination of the male beauty contest which shows 
the reversal of the power relations between men and women as indicated in past studies. 
In the former studies, we see that women were always linked to beauty. Moreover, 
women are forced to make themselves physically attractive through dressing, dieting, 
using cosmetics and so on in order to please men. Men are their judges. However, 
scholars like Bordo, Miller and Osagawara have pointed out that the situation is 
changing as men are now also judged by women. Furthermore, the male beauty contest 
on television and magazines also showed this change. Through the analysis of some 
Hong Kong magazines, it is clear that men's bodies are being judged by women. In 
addition, the magazines also convey another message which is that women are 
29 This is obtained from the website of the Census and Statistics Department of the Government of the 
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, 
http://www.bycensus2006.gov.hk/FileManager/TC/Content_981/cl01c.xls 
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important in influencing men's choices in style and appearance. Furthermore, men are 
admitting this phenomenon as well. From the interviews that I have done with Hong 
Kong men, I found out that some of their beauty practices are strongly influenced by 
women. For example, their girlfriends would force their boyfriends to buy the clothes 
that the girlfriends like. Even for the informants who do not have girlfriends, they 
believed that appearance is an important factor in attracting girls. Thus, they started to 
pay attention to fashion in order to improve their physical attractiveness. 
To conclude, Hong Kong women's expectations of men strongly affects Hong 
Kong men's self-image and appearance. My informants have shown the tendency that 
Hong Kong men respect women and therefore would obey what women expect men to 
do in their appearance and style. At the same time, magazines are helping to shape the 
idea that men's appearance is partly done for the sake of women. Thus，it is legitimate 
to say that the masculinity of the Hong Kong men that I interviewed is shaped by 
women's requirements of men's appearance and beauty styles. 
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Chapter Six: Conclusion 
No longer content to be the drabber sex, Asian males are preening like peacocks, 
perming, plucking and powdering themselves to perfection in an effort to make 
themselves more attractive to their bosses, their peers and of course, to women. 
The Making of the Modem Male. Liu, Ling. Time (31 Oct 2005) 
6.1 Conclusion 
In this concluding chapter, I will summarize the arguments of the previous 
chapters to show how Hong Kong men negotiate with the media, Japanese influences 
and the women in their daily lives through the act of caring about their appearance. I 
suggest that beauty acts an alternative masculinity for these fashionable Hong Kong 
young men but then they may return to the dominant notion of masculinity as time 
passes. 
6.2 A Review: Men's beauty as an alternative masculinity in Hong Kong 
Through out the previous chapters, I presented the informants' opinions about 
beauty and masculinity. Although three informants were over thirty, the other 
informants were in their late teens or twenties, so their life experience may not be as 
rich. Most of them are fresh graduates from secondary schools or universities and have 
been working for a short period of time. They are no longer students but at the same 
time, they are not yet fathers or husbands. Thus, their opinions on masculinity can best 
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represent those fashionable young men in Hong Kong who are searching for new 
identities in the period after they are students and before they are fathers. 
From the interviews, the informants showed the process of identity change in 
negotiation with the media, perceptions of "Japan" and women. They first believe that 
men need to become physically attractive. However, the informants' opinions on how to 
become beautiful are influenced by the media, the Japanese images shown in these 
magazines and women's opinions. Then, as they get older, they believe that career 
achievements and earning ability are more important in the meaning of manhood under 
the influence of the dominant notion of masculinity. In the following, I will summarize 
the process of these informants' identity change. 
6.2.1 Hong Kong men need to care about appearance 
The informants told me that appearance is important for a man. They believed 
that appearance is important for both career and love relations. For career, it is 
important in a sense that appearance is the first impression for their customers. Thus, 
they need to be at least tidy and clean. However, for love relationships, or in other 
words, to attract women's attention, they need to look beautiful. A few informants 
admitted that they started to care about their appearance because they wanted to attract 
the attention of the girls they liked. Sometimes there are other rivals, so they need to 
look even more attractive in order to impress women. 
Indeed, the magazines in Hong Kong are also promoting the idea that men need 
to become beautiful. In youth and gossip magazines like Milk and Friday, being "cool" 
and the need to keep up to the fashion trends are emphasized through the use of 
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introducing brand clothes targeted for young teenagers. It seems to suggest that young 
men's basic worth depend on their appearance. And their appearance depends on what 
clothes they are wearing. In these magazines, skin care products for men are not 
emphasized as much as fashion. In Japanese male fashion magazines like Men 's non-no 
and Smart, skin care products as well as the way to dress are emphasized. These 
magazines introduce skin care products that target men's oily skin and promote positive 
feelings after using these products. These magazines also carefully list all the steps or 
rules to match the clothes. Therefore, these magazines can act as a guidebook or 
textbook on how to become beautiful and trendy for the informants in this study. 
Though they cannot read Japanese, photos are clear and abundant so that readers can 
leam from these magazines how to care for their skin and how to dress. Moreover, the 
skin care products and the clothes these magazines introduce are not very expensive and 
are affordable even to these young Hong Kong men. Lastly, men's lifestyle magazines 
like Esquire (Hong Kong version), HIM and Men's UNO provide information on 
famous fashion brands targeted for men with considerable spending power. The 
lifestyle of high class men are promoted in these magazines. For example, there are 
interviews on the beauty practices of high-income men such as white collar workers in 
managerial positions. Thus, the ways to become beautiful shown in these magazines 
are difficult for the informants in this study to imitate. Though they read these 
magazines, the only information that they may utilize are probably confined to the skin 
care sections. Nevertheless, men's lifestyle magazines provide a glimpse of what a 
"high-class" man look like for the informants in this study. 
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Media has enormous influence on youth in Hong Kong (So & Chan 1992). As 
information on men's beauty is abundant in magazines available in Hong Kong, the 
informants in this study who read these magazines will absorb the idea that they need to 
become beautiful. Of course, they can make their own choices on whether or not to 
become physically attractive and how to become beautiful, but the messages conveyed 
in the magazines are difficult to ignore. 
6.2.2 Japanized beauty practices can make men look "cool" and trendy 
The last section shows that some fashionable Hong Kong young men believe 
that men need to be beautiful. But how does one become beautiful? I discovered that 
many of them turn to Japanized beauty practices. Japanized beauty practices refer to 
Japanese styles of fashion and beauty. But Japanese style of fashion and beauty also 
has diversified meanings. Some informants think that wearing Japanese brand clothes 
is equivalent to Japanese fashion while some other informants believe that knowing the 
technique to mix and match clothes is equivalent to Japanese beauty. Some also think 
that having a carefully calculated messy hair style is of Japanese style. All these are 
defined as Japanized beauty practices in this study. 
Informants in this study commonly think that applying Japanized beauty 
practices is considered to be "coo" and trendy. When they talked about beauty, they 
commonly mentioned Japanese fashion. For example, they think that Japanized beauty 
practices represent trends in fashion and beauty. When they compare fashion trends in 
China, Hong Kong, Korea, Japan and Europe, they ranked Japan as the top of fashion 
trends. Though they may agree that European fashion leads in new fashion and beauty 
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trends, Japan is the country that transforms the European designs into even better 
designs that better fit the body shape of Asians. These informants show the common 
belief that Japanized beauty practices are better than other fashion styles available in 
Hong Kong. Thus, if one wants to become physically attractive, an effective way is to 
turn to Japanized beauty practices. 
Indeed, Hong Kong is a place where Japanese influence is prevalent. As 
Nakano puts it, 
Cantonese language daily newspapers, gossip magazines and TV variety shows 
routinely introduce Japanese fashions, stars, and products... young people buy 
and share subtitled Japanese movies on dvds and vcds, read Japanese manga in 
translation, listen to Japanese music, collect Japanese computer games, sing 
Japanese songs at Big Echo, amass Sanrio goods, and line up outside locally-
owned sushi and ram en shops (2003:5). 
One can hardly escape from "Japan" in daily life in Hong Kong. Moreover, information 
on Japanese brand clothes is abundant in youth and gossip magazines in Hong Kong. 
Information on how to mix and match clothes can be easily found in Japanese male 
fashion magazines as well. Many informants have also told me that when they decide 
on a hair style, they will turn to Japanese male fashion magazines for inspiration. 
"Japan" represents a different world of fashion and beauty to these young men 
in Hong Kong. Through magazines available in Hong Kong, young Hong Kong men 
found another idea about how to live a good and attractive life for men besides being a 
financial family supporter. Moreover，Japanese male fashion magazines provide clear 
instructions to become part of this world. Thus, the informants think that they can copy 
this "other world" through dressing in the ways shown in those magazines or using 
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beauty products and applying hairstyles shown in those magazines. In this way, 
"Japan" may only represent an illusion or a dream for these fashionable Hong Kong 
young men. But at least, these fashionable Hong Kong young men can find an 
alternative way besides fathers and husbands to express themselves. 
This "Japanized beauty practices" may just be a kind of commodity available in 
the "cultural supermarket" for customers to choose as suggested by Mathews (2000). 
But "Japanized beauty practices" are important for the informants in this study. As 
discussed in Chapter Two, an essential human need is the feeling of "basic worth" 
(Becker 1971). This "basic worth" may come from one's success from career, one's 
satisfaction from making a nice cake，or anything that one thinks worthwhile. In this 
study, "beauty" is an important value that guided fashionable Hong Kong young men to 
search for physical attractiveness to make their lives meaningful. And Japanized beauty 
practices provide a set of rules for these men to become beautiful. 
6.2.3 Men listen and obey women's orders on beauty practices 
Women's opinions are another important factor affecting the informants' beauty 
practices. Many informants have talked about the idea that they need to get girlfriends' 
permission before buying clothes. Some informants told me that they use whatever skin 
care products their mothers bought for them. They also told me that they started to care 
about their appearance because they want to impress the girls they liked. 
Past studies told us that it is always women who alter their bodies and change 
their appearance to fulfill men's desires (e.g. Conboy, Medina & Stanbury 1997; Bordo 
1997). Men are the judges of women's appearance (de Beauvoir in Bordo 1999:172). 
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Therefore, in order to please men, women got thinner through diet and made themselves 
look young through using make-up. However, from what the informants told me, we 
see that women have become judges on men's appearance as well. For example, an 
informant told me his girlfriend thought he has too much facial hair, so he decided to 
use sinmw^^ to get rid of the hair. One informant also told me that whenever he goes 
out to buy his own clothes, her girlfriend insists on going together with him in order to 
choose the clothes for him. In this way, women actively participated in these Hong 
Kong young men's choices of beauty practices. 
This tendency also appears in the media. As suggested in Chapter Five, the 
magazines use phrases like "women like men to ...，，or "women dislike it when 
men .. ." so as to persuade men that they should apply certain beauty products in order 
to please women. It seems to suggest that fulfilling women's opinions on men's 
appearance is a powerful factor convincing men to believe that they need to use certain 
beauty practices. 
Moreover, women's gaze upon men is another way of displaying women's 
power over men. In the male beauty contest mentioned in Chapters Two and Five, 500 
female judges present in the studio audience were used. The competitors needed to 
perform their talents in front of the judges. One of the performances was the swimming 
suit section in which competitors wore swimming trunks displaying their bodies in 
different sexy poses. "Gaze" is a kind of power (Foucault 1984). In this male beauty 
contest, the female judges gazed whereas the men were under surveillance waiting to be 
judged. Thus，the female judges had power over the male competitors. 
A traditional method of getting rid of facial hair using a thread. 
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Indeed, the power of the female gaze is also shown in magazines. This is 
achieved by showing naked male bodies (Bordo 1999). Men's lifestyle magazines 
commonly use half-naked male bodies. As mentioned in Chapter Five, these male 
models' facial expressions are soft, gentle，harmless and obedient. They seem to invite 
the readers' "gaze". 
Women are important in influencing the informants' choices on beauty practices. 
In daily circumstances, these men come across their girlfriends' direct orders on beauty 
such as which clothes to buy. At home, they follow their mothers' choices on beauty 
products such as cleansing foams. Even when reading magazines, phrases like "women 
dislike...so as a man, you should..." appear frequently. Though men may enjoy 
privileges in other areas, at least, in the realm of beauty, men are also under pressure to 
conform to beauty standards set by women. 
6.2.4 After all, career achievement and earning ability are more important 
The above three sections have shown that some Hong Kong men think that men 
need to become beautiful. If a man wants to become beautiful, then Japanized beauty 
practices can offer a way to achieve this goal. However, at the same time, women's 
opinions are important in a sense that these men follow what women tell them to do 
regarding beauty practices. However, these opinions may only last for the period when 
they are in between the roles of students and fathers. When they get older, they may 
again conform to the dominant notion of masculinity. 
As mentioned in Chapter Two, the dominant notion of masculinity in Hong 
Kong refers to the set of ideas on how to become a man. An ideal man in Hong Kong is 
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valued for his career achievements and family participation. People believe that the 
higher the education level, the greater the career achievements. The greater the career 
achievements, the more money a man can earn. The more money he can earn, the better 
family supporter he is. People in Hong Kong commonly use this set of rules to evaluate 
a man's value. 
The informants in this study do not fit in this model. Most of them have not 
attended university. Even for those who have attended university are not guaranteed 
good jobs and high earning ability. Thus, it is not easy for these young Hong Kong men 
to become ideal men. Their identity, or "basic worth", cannot be generated through 
career achievements or family participation. Luckily, they are still young and do not 
have many responsibilities. They have no family burdens. They need to give some 
money to their parents but they are not yet fathers nor husbands so they do not need to 
support a whole family. Also, they have more money than they had when they were 
students. Therefore, they have some money to spend on appearance, which provides an 
alternative identity for them. 
However, the informants become concerned about career achievements when 
they get older. The informants who are over thirty showed a decreased interest in 
appearance. Beauty to them is no longer as important as when they were young. They 
are contented with good quality clothes, and a clean and tidy appearance. Also, one 
informant who is in his forties considered Japanized beauty practices as beauty for 
youth only. He felt that mature men like him do not match with Japanese fashion. 
Some other informants over 25 years old showed an awareness of changing 
meanings of being a man. For instance, Eric, a 28-year-old informant thinks that 
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success depends on how much one can earn. Another 27-year-old informant. Henry 
also told me that he cared for his appearance for the sake of tidiness which is required 
for his work. These examples suggest that beauty as an alternative masculinity may not 
be able to last long. When these young Hong Kong men get older, they start to rethink 
their role as men. The dominant masculinity notion still holds in Hong Kong. Thus, 
they start to realize that after all, earning ability is more important than beauty for men. 
If they want to have a good career, one's beauty is not going to help much. Instead of 
caring about appearance, these informants need to work hard in order to be successful at 
work. Indeed, many informants who are under 25 have also mentioned that one's 
appearance and earning ability are equally important. 
Thus, I suggest that these Hong Kong young men's search for masculinity 
begins with young men getting away from the dominant masculinity notion, as they use 
beauty as an alternative, but then they may finally return to the dominant masculinity 
notion as their sense of responsibility increases with age. I understand that this cannot 
be concluded from the limited examples collected from the informants. Thus, I am 
suggesting that this is a possibility. 
6.3 Conclusion: Limitations and self reflections 
This thesis has been about a group of Hong Kong men who are especially 
concerned about appearance. The discussion on the changing masculinity is not 
applicable to every man in Hong Kong. However, this study is still highly related to 
many men in Hong Kong. These fashionable young men can be easily located in Hong 
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Kong. They are not an isolated group in Hong Kong. Instead, they may be any regular 
guy that you may easily find living next door to you, walking on crowded streets or 
working in an office. Moreover, there is a tendency for the increase of this group of 
fashionable young men with increasing number of beauty services targeted at men. The 
study of this minority group indeed reinforces the dominant notions of masculinity in 
Hong Kong. That is, men are valued by their earning ability. In Tarn, Fung and Kam's 
(in press) study，Hong Kong men are actively creating new meanings of manhood 
through the examination of men who keep mistresses in China, men who have facial 
treatments in beauty salons and the heterosexualization of metrosexuals in media. 
Though these three types of men are considered to be socially marginalized, their 
behavior actually "reinforces, the mainstream male-centered ideology and patriarchal 
system that is the basis of gender relations in Hong Kong society" (Tarn, Fung and Kam 
in press: 3). It is possible that the behavior of the fashionable Hong Kong young men 
may reinforce the dominant notion of masculinity as well. However, the informants in 
this thesis are indeed more mainstream than the men discussed in Tarn, Fung and Kam's 
study (in press). At least, my informants have never considered themselves as 
marginalized men within the society. They may care very much about their appearance, 
but at the same time, still pay much emphasis on their career just like what mainstream 
men do. Thus, I suggest that these fashionable young men may create small changes in 
the dominant notion of masculinity. While Tarn, Fung and Kam suggested that 
marginal male reinforces "the mainstream male-centered ideology" in Hong Kong (in 
press: 3), I suggest that these fashionable young men, that is, a group of relatively 
mainstream men, may create changes to the dominant masculinity. 
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Before I started the research, I thought that the informants' answers would be 
similar. I thought everyone would say that they like Japanese fashion and that their 
daily beauty practices will follow directly as what the magazines are saying. However, 
when I actively spoke with the informants, I found out that there are many 
contradictions between their beauty ideals and beauty practices. For example, they may 
agree that men need to care about appearance. But their own way of dressing may be 
very casual and may not involve much mixing and matching. Also, they may admit that 
Japanized beauty practices are helpful to make one look cool and trendy. But they think 
that they are not influenced by "Japan". However, they came to a similar conclusion 
that they are indeed, very much influenced by the dominant masculinity notion in Hong 
Kong though they were trying to make changes on how to be a man. 
As a woman, 1 have never thought about how difficult it is to be a man. 
However, through doing this research, I began to realize that men also have their own 
difficulties to match the mainstream ideology on masculinity. These men are using 
their own way to create an identity that can make their life worthwhile. Women are not 
alone in being subordinated and disadvantaged in a society where both men and 
women's roles are carefully structured. Breaking through these deep-rooted structures 
is not easy. But at least, the informants in this research are trying to do so 
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